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Chapter 1

Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed an explosion of research on links between conict and the
environment.

This move to bring nature back in (Deudney, 1999) followed years of Cold War

security scholarship dominated by an  arguably myopic  focus on states and power. The resulting
literature, inherently multidisciplinary in its linkage of social and natural phenomena (Homer-Dixon,
1991, p. 84), is broadly known as the environmental security literature or environmental conict
literature.

While epistemological concerns dominated this scholarship's early years  particularly

regarding the relationship between the environment and national security

1  the mid-nineties saw the

rise of serious empirical investigations into the links among environment, population, and conict.
On the vanguard of these latter eorts was Thomas Homer-Dixon, who described his theoretical
framework in a pair of formative articles in the early nineties (1991; 1994).

After conducting a

number of empirical case studies, Homer-Dixon forwarded the concept of environmental scarcity and
proposed links between it and violent conict (Homer-Dixon, 1994, 1999; case studies summarized
in Homer-Dixon and Blitt, 1998).

Recalling Malthus' (1798) observation that while food supply

grows arithmetically, population grows geometrically, Homer-Dixon's environmental scarcity quickly
caught widespread academic and policymaker attention  giving rise to a literature on environmental
conict.

1

For a discussion of the role of the environment in national security see in particular Brown (1977), Matthews
(1989), and Myers (1989). Deudney (1990, 1991) oers a critique.

1
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This thesis contributes to the environmental conict literature by investigating the role of environmental and population factors in the 1994 Rwandan genocide.

Commentators on Rwanda

frequently note the environmental and population pressures that the country faced prior to the 1994
genocide (for examples see Uvin, 2003, pp. 82-83; Percival and Homer-Dixon, 1996, p. 271; Mamdani, 2001, pp. 196-202). One scholar of the genocide, Peter Uvin, observes in a recent review of
the literature:

Many scholars align themselves with this [Malthusian] position. But they tend to do
so implicitly, without actually analyzing the matter, as if by default it is too evident to
be discussed or too unassailable to be reected upon.

(Uvin, 2003, p. 83)

Indeed, with the highest population density in Africa and one of the highest population growth rates
(The World Bank, 1993), Rwanda has been called the paradigmatic example of the Malthusian

2 In this

problem and the crucial case of environmental conict research (Ohlsson, 1999, p. 86).

thesis, I interrogate these implicit and explicit Malthusian strains of the genocide research, seeking
to validate or disprove the notion that ecologically deprived, densely overpopulated communities
either initiated or failed to adequately resist genocidal violence.
Specically, I analyze spatial and temporal variation in the violence that occurred in the context
of spatially and temporally heterogeneous political, ethnic, population, and environmental factors.
Adopting a

meso-level

lens, I explore the causes and dynamics of sub-national variation in the

levels of violence experienced across Rwanda. Such a perspective is all but absent from both the
environmental conict literature and Rwandan genocide scholarship.

In the case of the former,

Gleditsch and Urdal (2002) notably conclude their review of the inuence of Thomas Homer-Dixon's
work with a call for sub-national research:

The possibilities for empirical testing are however far from exhausted, and we would
particularly like to see studies comparing units at a sub-national level (regions, com-

2

As Ohlsson rightly notes, selecting Rwanda as a test case of environment-conict links greatly increases
the risk for a treatment ... biased in favour of a positive nding (1999, p. 86). This echoes Gledtisch's
(1998, p. 391) criticism of the literature for failing to employ a control group. This investigation partially
avoids such selection problems by including control cases, in the form of spatial units experiencing no
violence, in its sub-national study of variation.
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munes, districts). It could be that nation-level studies . . .

fail to capture the eect of

resource scarcities that arise locally on the propensities for conict.

(Gleditsch and Urdal, 2002, p. 298)

An analogous lacuna exists in the literature on the Rwandan genocide. One noted scholar of the
genocide, Peter Uvin, observes that the major gap between theory-informed macro-level explanations and micro-level descriptive accounts is still understudied, if not entirely terra incognita
(Uvin, 2003, p. 98). This work locates itself in the midst of these voids, addressing the environmental conict hypothesis using disaggregated data and contributing to a

theoretical

understanding of

the genocide as a series of acts of violence (Uvin, 2003, p. 98). Employing this level of analysis, I
nd preliminary evidence supporting micro- and macro- accounts of Malthusian violence in Rwanda.
These results suggest the existence of Malthusian elements amidst the chaotic violence of the 1994
genocide.

Contributions to the Literature
Examining spatio-temporal variation in the Rwandan genocide from an environmental conict perspective yields two principal sets of contributions. First, this work advances the understanding of
the causes, dynamics, and post-conict implications of the Rwandan genocide. Second, my research
serves to further validate environmental conict research and suggests several steps for the eld's
continued improvement. I provide an extended discussion of these contributions as well as my ndings in Chapter 7. I also elaborate the policy implications of this research, which are particularly
important given the signicant attention paid to both the Rwandan genocide and environmental
scarcity in policy circles and the international media.
Signicant disagreements and uncertainties surround all but the most basic facts of the Rwandan
genocide (Lemarchand, 2007, p. 2). One central uncertainty concerns the role played by environmental scarcity, a theme implicitly acknowledged, but discussed in scant detail, in the popular
accounts of the genocide. Paradoxically, the mainstream academic literature focuses entirely on the
political processes behind the genocide (Uvin, 2003, p. 83), while simultaneously acknowledging
the widespread environmental scarcities in 1994 Rwanda.

My analysis reveals that this exclusive
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political focus is limited in explaining the violence, echoing Newbury's call for integrated ecologicalpolitical research (1999). In examining spatial and temporal variation in the violence, I nd that one
indicator of environmental scarcity (positively) covaried with the intensity of the conict. However,
future work investigating the nature of this covariate remains necessary.
These ndings suggest the fact that the Rwandan violence was itself a heterogeneous phenomenon, e.g.

ethnically-motivated killings coexisted alongside killings in areas of environmental

scarcity.While such a heterogeneous conception of the violence highlights the importance of multidimensional conict prevention measures, my results suggest the necessity for a focus on environmental
and population issues such as land tenure, agricultural reliance, and population control (cf. André
and Platteau, 1998). The importance of conict prevention measures cannot be overstated given that
Rwanda remains densely populated, ethnically polarized, and economically poor today. Ongoing and
future releases of Rwanda's post-genocide prison population furthers the need for appropriate conict prevention (Davenport and Stam, 2003, p. 6). These suggestions might also be applied, albeit
cautiously, to conict prevention in other regions experiencing the eects of environmental scarcity.
In addition to the ndings about the role of environmental scarcity in Rwanda, this thesis furthers
the general understanding of the violence and amasses the widest array of data on the conict (in
what should be viewed as an extension of the

GenoDynamics

project  Davenport and Stam, 2003,

2009). In particular, this work, along with that of Davenport and Stam (Davenport and Stam, 2003,
2009; Stam, 2009), provides data-driven meso-level analysis of the violence across space and time.
Previous quantitative work on Rwanda has been local (Verwimp, 2004, 2005, 2006; Verpoorten,
2005) or micro-comparative (Straus, 2004, 2006b, 2008) and failed to describe the entire spatial
extent of Rwanda.

Moreover, with the exception of a later work by Verwimp (2006), the data-

driven analyses to date have failed to examine the dynamics of the violence across time. My nding
that dierent regions of the country experienced violence of diering spatiotemporal character (e.g.
contagious vs. sporadic and non-contagious) marks an important step towards the investigation of
these spatiotemporal dynamics of the genocide.
Beyond its implications for Rwandan genocide scholarship, I make two contributions to the environmental conict literature. First, my elaboration of potential links between environmental scarcity
and violence during the Rwandan genocide highlights the dangers of scarcity and the necessity for
additional research into its complex causal processes. In employing a data-driven, meso-level anal-
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ysis to partially validate the crucial case of the eld's research agenda (Ohlsson, 1999, p. 86), I
also further a nascent regenerative program within the environmental conict literature.
cally, my analysis' level of analysis permits the elaboration of the eect of

local

Speci-

scarcities on

local

conict likelihood, the relationship of which is all but uninvestigated in the literature (Gleditsch and
Urdal, 2002, p. 298). By investigating micro-level accounts of scarcity-induced conict (cf. André
and Platteau, 1998) at the subnational level with a parsimonious quantitative methodology, I avoid
many of the challenges that have plagued works investigating scarcity-conict links from a broad
macro-theoretical perspective. In particular, my focus on local scarcity and local violence does not
compel me to include the myriad possible intervening variables at other levels of analysis (see for
example the central column of Figure 2.1 on page 11). While limited to exploring these local eects,
my analysis avoids the complex and untestable environmental conict models that have been widely
criticized in the literature (cf. Gleditsch, 1998, p. 390).
In shifting toward the investigation of subnational variation of local conditions, I adopt an approach representative of the latest suggested methods in both the Rwandan genocide scholarship (for
discussion see Uvin, 2003; Longman, 2004; Lemarchand, 2007; for a paragon of this trend see Straus,
2006b, 2008) and environmental conict research (for a micro-level account see Meier et al., 2007; for
a macro-level account see Raleigh and Urdal, 2007). Specically, I present a systematic, subnational
exploration of environment-population-conict links in Rwanda. Finding results suggestive of local
Malthusian dynamics in the Rwandan conict, I call for the more explicit and detailed examination
of these Malthusian forces both in and beyond the case of Rwanda.

Organization
This thesis proceeds as follows.

Chapter 2 provides three brief sets of background information.

First, it describes Rwanda's geography, agriculture, economy, demographics, and political structure.
Second, the chapter provides a short history of the events leading up to the genocide. Finally, it
gives a common account of how the genocide started, the mechanisms by which it unfolded, and the
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manner in which it ended.

Chapter 3 reviews the environmental conict literature and Rwandan genocide scholarship. It
also further situates this project within those literatures.

Chapter 4 provides a discussion of the

data used in the following two analysis chapters. The data on the location and number of killings is
from Davenport and Stam's (2009)

GenoDynamics

project, which in turn aggregates

8

government,

NGO, and IGO sources. Other data are culled from a number of governmental and non-governmental
sources.
Chapter 5 constitutes an exploratory study of the violence, employing a spatial analysis technique
for detecting the various diusion processes by which the violence spread. The implications of these
processes for understanding the dynamics of the genocide are then discussed. Chapter 6 draws on
these insights and employs a regression framework to model the various eects of political, ethnic,
economic, environmental, and population factors on the level of violence experienced in a given
commune.

4 This permits the direct comparison of environmental and non-environmental covariates

at the sub-national level, a comparison missing from both the environmental conict literature and
Rwandan genocide scholarship. Chapter 7 concludes.

3

This narrative history is not, however, the focus of this work. For longer descriptive accounts of the genocide see in particular Des Forges (1999), which one scholar has called the most wide-ranging, thoroughly
researched and reliable source of information on the 1994 genocide (Lemarchand, 2007, p. 4). From a
historical perspective, Prunier (1995) provides an excellent account in his The Rwanda Crisis: History of
Genocide.

4

Communes are a second-order administrative unit, analogous to counties in the United States.
regression analysis employs the commune-day as its unit of analysis.

The

Chapter 2

Environmental Conict Literature
The Re-Emergence of Nature in International Security
Nature re-emerged on the international security agenda after a

45-year

Cold War hiatus. Concomi-

tant with the end of the perceived [security] imperatives of the Cold War, writings on environmental security began to appear in foreign policy publications (Matthew, 1999, p. 1). In particular,
Jessica Tuchman Matthews'

Foreign Policy

Foreign Aairs

piece Redening Security (1989) and Norman Myers'

article Environment and Security (1989) brought the question of the relationship

between the environment and security to wide academic and policymaking audiences. These works
resonated more loudly in the years following the fall of the Soviet Union than they had during the
Cold War. Indeed a decade before Matthews' Redening Security,

Worldwatch

environmentalist

Lester Brown's similarly titled work Redening National Security (1977) and Richard Ullman's
article of the same title as Matthews' (1983) inspired a few scholars to reconsider the concept of
security from an environmental perspective, but failed to generate an environmental conict research agenda (Matthew, 1999, p.

1).

None of these four works, however, presented signicant

theoretical or empirical ndings on the nature of environmental conicts. Rather, they primarily
served to advance the integration of environmental concerns into the security agenda  an objective
achieved with considerable ecacy. Indeed, the concept of environmental security received signicant attention in the Clinton Administration, Department of Defense, CIA, and NATO throughout
7
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the 1990s, while Vice President Al Gore and Secretaries of State Warren Christopher and Madeleine
Albright all addressed scarcity-induced conicts in speeches in 1996 and 1997 (Ohlsson, 1999, p. 26).
The implicit Malthusianism of commentaries on the Rwandan genocide and a laundry list of other
crises throughout the developing world provide further evidence of the remarkable early progress of
the environmental security agenda (the Malthusian undertone of Rwandan genocide commentary is
discussed further in Chapter on page 16).
The next two sections discuss the parallel empirical and theoretical investigations of environmentconict linkages that were underway in academia. I then discuss the third generation of environmental conict research and situate my project within that literature.

Two Strands of Theoretical and Empirical Research
A number of links between the environment and conict have been hypothesized. Two hypotheses
in particular stand out in recent scholarship. First, a number of scholars have advanced the neoMalthusian hypothesis that resource scarcity contributes to the propensity for conict. The works
of Thomas Homer-Dixon and the Toronto Group research program under his direction are seminal
academic examples of this thinking. A second major research eort was undertaken at the Swiss
Peace Foundation the 1990s. This Swiss work shares many characteristics with the Toronto Group's
research, but is primarily in German (for an English-language summary see Baechler, 1999). More
deterministic neo-Malthusian accounts are also prevalent.

Particularly famous are Paul Ehrlich's

The Population Bomb (1968) and, more recently, Robert Kaplan's The Atlantic article The Coming
Anarchy (1994), both of which generated widespread attention and controversy due to their alarmist
tone.
The second primary strand of environment-conict thinking concerns resource abundance as a
possible cause of conict. Resource abundance refers to the presence of lootable resources, which are
primarily non-renewable resources such as diamonds and oil. This greed and grievance framework
for examining conict nds its roots in neoclassical economics (Collier and Hoeer, 2000, 2004).
In contrast to its neighbor to the west, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda lacks such
lootable resources. Rather, with its dense, rapidly growing population, scarcity of land, and doubleor triple-cropping (André and Platteau, 1998), Rwanda is archetypal of neo-Malthusian disaster
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scenarios (Ohlsson, 1999).

For these reasons, the second strand of thinking, which examines the

links between lootable resources and conict, is not relevant to this case study.

The discussion

thus proceeds with focus on the broadly neo-Malthusian hypothesis of demographic pressures and
resource scarcity increasing the propensity of, exacerbating, or directly causing violent conict.

Neo-Malthusianism and the Work of Thomas Homer-Dixon
Much of the environmental conict literature lean[s] heavily on Homer-Dixon's theoretical scheme
for understanding the interactions between population, environment, and violent conict (Gleditsch
and Urdal, 2002, p.
in the early 1990s.

298).

This theoretical framework rst appeared in two landmark articles

The rst article, On the Threshold:

Environmental Changes as Causes of

Acute Conict (Homer-Dixon, 1991), sought to crystallize the recent inquiry into the relationship
between the environment and international security. On the Threshold outlined a research agenda
for the study of environmental conict, noting three likely scenarios for resource-induced conict:
1) simple scarcity conicts; 2) relative deprivation conicts, in which aggrieved parties seek to
redistribute resources; and 3) group-identity conicts, which emerge as populations are displaced by
environmental scarcities. Homer-Dixon also highlighted the need for a focus on three resources in
particular: 1) river water; 2) sh stocks; and 3) agriculturally productive land.
Three years later, Homer-Dixon published his second seminal article, Environmental Scarcities
and Violent Conict: Evidence from Cases (1994). This article marked the conclusion of the threeyear Project on Environmental Change and Acute Conict, or original Toronto Group, which brought
together thirty international researchers (Homer-Dixon, 1994, p. 5). Completing two in-depth case
studies on each of the three hypothesized conict mechanisms from 1991, Homer-Dixon and the
Toronto Group rened their theory of environmental scarcity in four important ways. First, they
developed the concept of environmental scarcity, which they dene to consist of three components:
1) absolute resource availability; 2) resource demand (a function of population and consumption per
capita); and 3) the equality of resource distribution. Homer-Dixon later termed these components

supply-induced scarcity, demand-induced scarcity, and structural scarcity

(1999). In elaborating the

causes of scarcity, Homer-Dixon re-iterated the need to focus on water, sheries, and agricultural
land, but added a fourth critical resource: forests and timber. Supply-induced, demand-induced, and
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structural scarcity were hypothesized to cause the 1991 likely conict scenarios through a number
of intervening variables.
Second, Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conict refocused the scope of environmental
scarcity research to predominantly include domestic conicts, nding that  [t]here is little empirical
support for the rst hypothesis that environmental scarcity causes simple-scarcity conicts between
states (Homer-Dixon, 1994, p. 18). With the exception of continuing research into the possibility
of cross-border water wars, this nding paralleled a shift towards studying internal conicts within
the environmental conict literature.
Third, Homer-Dixon proposed a combined model of scarcity-induced conict, which examined
interactions between his earlier relative deprivation hypothesis and group-identity conict hypothesis. This model underlies much of Homer-Dixon's later works (cf. Homer-Dixon and Blitt, 1998;
Homer-Dixon, 1999) and has also been extensively criticized, particularly for its complexity, central
inclusion of the state, and its juxtaposition of multiple levels of analysis (cf. Gleditsch, 1998; O'Lear
and Diehl, 2007). Figure 2.1 presents the combined model. Figure 2.1's explanatory scheme underlies many of the works of the Toronto Group and its intellectual descendants. A modied version
of this model can be found in Percival and Homer-Dixon's exploration of the Rwandan genocide,
which is examined in Chapter on page 16 (1996).
Finally, Homer-Dixon puts forward two common patterns of interaction: resource capture and
ecological marginalization (Homer-Dixon, 1994, pp. 10-16). In the resource capture scenario, resource depletion and population growth cause unequal resource access, while in the marginalization
scenario inequality begets environmental scarcity by limiting growing populations' access to marginal
ecological areas such as upland crops (Homer-Dixon, 1994, p. 10). These scenarios are commonly
employed by the Toronto Group as well as by scholars approaching environmental conict from other
elds (cf.

Bocchi et al., 2006, p. 190). Notably, Bigagaza et al. employ Homer-Dixon's concept of

resource capture to argue that the genocide's origins lay in land competition (2002, pp. 52, 64,
68-69).
In these as well as later works, Homer-Dixon and his colleagues posit complex models linking
environmental scarcity to violent conict.

These models, which include extensive socio-political

intervening variables, are carefully developed for each of the case studies conducted. While these
schemas are reducible to the simple form of

Environmental Scarcity → Social Eects → Conict,
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Sources of
Environmental Scarcity

Social Effects

Decrease in quality and
quantity of renewable
resources
Population growth

Unequal resource access

Migration,
expulsion
Increased
environmental
scarcity

Ethnic
conflicts
Weakened
states

Decreased
economic
productivity

Coups d’état

Deprivation
conflicts

Figure 2.1: Some Sources and Consequences of Environmental Scarcity
Redrawn from Homer-Dixon (1994, p. 31, gure 2).

many scholars have criticized these complex, case-specic models and the Toronto Group's process
tracing methodology more broadly. In particular, critics have argued that argued these models are
both unwieldy and untestable (Levy, 1995, p. 45), with one case employing seven (mostly economic)
independent variables acting through nine intervening variables and one additional independent
variable (Gleditsch, 1998, p. 390 referencing Howard and Homer-Dixon, 1996). In addition, they
have pointed out that the cases selected by the Toronto Group oer no variation on the dependent
variable (Gleditsch, 1998, p. 391), and thus at best disprove a null hypothesis that has virtually
no advocates, namely that the environment and conict are completely

unrelated

(Levy, 1995, p.

45).
In an assessment of the Toronto Group's ndings, Marc Levy notes that their research program
represents a positive step away from the anecdotal research (Homer-Dixon, 1991, p.

83) of the

initial rhetorical wave (Levy, 1995, p. 44) of environmental conict scholarship. However:

In spite of impressive achievements . . . the research program devoted to studying the
links between environmental change and violent conict is in danger of obsolescence if it
does not correct some quite serious methodological aws.

(Levy, 1995, p. 45)
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A Third Generation of Environmental Conict Research
Following Levy's call for a third wave of research (1995), Rønnfeldt labeled the mid-1990s work
critical of the Toronto Group the embryo for a third generation (1997, p. 476). This literature has
now matured. Rønnfeldt set four conditions for future research: 1) getting to the big picture by
including other explanatory variables in the analysis; 2) including cases of environmental cooperation
and thus balancing case selection; 3) improv[ing] the analytical precision beyond the complex
process tracing models of the Toronto Group; and 4) draw[ing] form the analytical capital of social
science by abandoning the idea that ecological-political systems are unapproachable with wellestablished social science methodologies (Rønnfeldt, 1997, pp.

476-9).

These prerequisites have

now been met and a third generation of research is now in full swing. Beginning perhaps with the
1998

Special Issue on Environmental Conict

of the

Journal of Peace Research, recent scholarship

has sought to address all of Rønnfeldt and Levy's critique of second wave environmental conict
research.
Canter and Ndegwa (2002) present a contrary case study where shared water resources in Africa
prompted cooperation rather than conict, addressing the second of Rønnfeldt's criticisms of the
second wave literature. Two articles in the

Special Issue on Environmental Conict

are illustrative

of the scholarship addressing Rønnfeldt's other concerns and forerunners of this generation scholarship. First, Tir and Diehl (1998) review a number of large-N studies examining the relationship
between population and international conict before conducting their own analysis.

The authors

nd population growth to have a signicant impact on the likelihood of a state becoming involved in
military conict (Tir and Diehl, 1998, p. 336). In a second large-N study, Hauge and Ellingsen nd
that countries suering from environmental degradation - and in particular from land degradation
- are more prone to civil conict (1998, p. 314). They caution, however, that these eects are small
when compared with economic and political factors.
A considerable number of third generation works exist in addition those previously mentioned.
These generally fall into two categories. The rst series of works further critique the literature and
suggest avenues for improvement. These critiques are accompanied by a nascent empirical literature
using disaggregated or multi-scale data to analyze environmental conict. I locate my project within
this strand of third generation work. The second group consists of empirical studies investigating
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the environmental conict hypothesis. It also presents several works that advance lootable resource
or resource abundance arguments, versus resource scarcity arguments, in order to demonstrate the
methodological advances underway in the eld.
Since Gleditsch and Urdal's call for systematic studies of environmental conict disaggregated to
the sub-national level (2002, p. 298), comparable moves have been undertaken in conict and peace
studies, a eld with which environmental conict research is increasingly connected (cf. Buhaug and
Gates, 2002; Buhaug and Lujala, 2005; Buhaug and Rød, 2006). O'Lear and Diehl (2007) adopt a
similar critique from a geographer's perspective, noting the many scales on which resource-linked
conicts in the Democratic Republic of Congo are operating (see also the replies of Buhaug, 2007;
Billon, 2007). All of these works stress the importance of disaggregating the study of conicts, as
violence is almost always located in particular regions of a country or otherwise spatially heterogeneous.
These calls for disaggregation have been answered by a small number of studies. For example,
Raleigh and Urdal (2007) conduct a large-N study on the incidence of internal armed conict using
a data mapped to a sub-state scale grid.

Using the PRIO/Uppsala conict database, economic

data, Polity scores, and a variety of remotely sensed data, they nd a signicant but comparatively
small positive relationship between population growth and density and the incidence of internal
armed conict. In a regional-scale example, Meier et al. (2007) examine the relationship between
environmental factors and pastoral conict in the Horn of Africa.

The authors nd that vegeta-

tion density has a positive eect on pastoral conict incidence. They caution, however, that high
spatiotemporal variability of productive resources means that conicts are less likely to be `in-themoment' struggles over a particular resource patch and more likely to resemble strategic contests
to maintain resource access over the longer-term (Turner, 2004, p.

877 in Meier et al., 2007, p.

731). As such, vegetation's positive coecient is likely the result of its conict enabling benets of
protective cover and concealment. The importance of the temporal, as well as spatial, dynamics of
environmental conditions eects on conict are thus highlighted. The consequent data and theoretical complications are not inherent to this study, however, as the rapid spread of violence during
the Rwandan genocide outpaced background environmental changes. However, Meier et al.'s (2007)
article does reveal the complex, temporally-varying role that environmental conditions can play in
longer-duration conicts.
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Other third generation environmental scarcity research investigates a host of issues. Kahl (2002),
Goldstone (2002), and Matthew (2002) examine demographic eects on conict in an issue of the

Journal of International Aairs

entitled

Face of the State: Population, Politics, and Stability.

Meanwhile, de Soysa (2002) compares resource scarcity and abundance theories with a large-N
approach, nding support for the resource curse hypothesis. Reuveny provides evidence challenging the assumption that long-term economic growth is a panacea for environmental degradation and
thus environmental conict (2002, p. 101). Billon (2001) and Lujala (2009) present political ecology and quantitative political science analyses, respectively, linking resource abundance to conict.
Humphreys, meanwhile, nds no evidence that resources are associated with particular diculties
in negotiating ends to conicts, contrary to arguments that loot-seeking rebels aim to prolong wars
(2005, p. 508). Finally, with regard to specic resources, Furlong et al. examine rivers as a source
of neomalthusian [sic] willingness in a twist on the opportunity and willingness framework long
used in conict studies (2006, p. 79), while Rustad et al. (2008) nd some support for hypotheses
linking forests to conict through their provision of funding and refuge to civil war combatants in a
large-N analysis.
The above works show signicant movement away from the methodological problems of second
wave environmental conict research. In addition, they hint at the ongoing integration of (much
of ) the environmental conict literature into peace and conict studies. Such integration strongly
contradicts Homer-Dixon's widely criticized belief that complex ecological-political systems require
multidisciplinary and approaches at odds with commonly advocated methodological principles of
modern political science (1996, p. 132). Although the long-term eects of this still-young eld's
drift towards political science remain to be seen, the outlook is hopeful. The eld of conict studies
has witnessed remarkable advances in its understanding of civil war as the result of the introduction
of econometric analyses (most notably Collier and Hoeer, 2004; for a brief discussion see Kalyvas,
2008, p. 397). Environmental conict research might be re-energized by a similar wave of (inherently multidisciplinary) studies employing systematic quantitative or comparative approaches that
avoid the methodological pitfalls of mid-1990s, while preserving the granularity Homer-Dixon shows
necessary for understanding environmental scarcity. Indeed, this work situates itself within both the
environmental security literature and the incipient microdynamics of war literature, which calls for
the systematic collection of data at the subnational level and its sophisticated analysis and seeks to
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deepen our understanding of civil conict and mass violence (Kalyvas, 2008, pp. 397-8). Inquiries
positioned at the intersection of these two elds promise signicant purchase on the questions of
environmental conict.
This thesis contributes to this regenerative program in environmental conict research through
its systematic and quantitative assessments of the eects of scarcity during the Rwandan genocide,
often characterized as the worst case of Malthusian conict in history. By leveraging subnational
variation and including big picture explanatory variables in addition to measures of scarcity (Rønnfeldt, 1997), I nd results suggestive of Malthusian aspects of the genocide. Such ndings present an
opportunity for exploration to conict researchers not engaging environmental questions, a rebuttal
to the critics wishing to remove environmental conict from the security agenda, and a methodological template for those already grappling with the links between the environment, population, and
conict.

Chapter 3

Reading the Rwandan Genocide
The Popular Account of the Genocide
On April 6, 1994, the plane carrying Rwanda's president, Juvénal Habyarimana, Burundi's president,
and much of Rwanda's cabinet was shot down as it approached Kigali. Beginning that evening and
the following morning, a 100-day wave of mass killings spread across Africa's most densely populated
and land scarce country, ultimately claiming the lives of more than 500,000 people (Des Forges,
1999, pp. 15-16). These killings, a genocide perpetrated by the Rwandan army and the militias of
Rwanda's Hutu Power political parties, sought to eliminate Rwanda's Tutsi minority and conclude
years of Hutu-Tutsi struggle and rivalry. As Samantha Power writes:

A fever descended upon Rwanda. Lists of victims had been prepared ahead of time
...

Many of the early Tutsi victims found themselves specically, not spontaneously,

pursued.

(Power, 2002, p. 333)

In addition to the Tutsi victims, a number of moderate Hutus were also targeted and killed. Lists of
names, an ecient state bureaucracy, and incendiary radio broadcasts facilitated the rapid spread
of violence, which was the most ecient mass killing since the atomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki (Gourevitch, 1998, p.

4).

The Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), a Tutsi-led rebel
16
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movement based in Uganda across Rwanda's northern border, responded to the genocide with a
march on Rwanda's capital in an eort to take control of the country and end the violence. By the
end of the summer, Rwanda's Tutsi population had been decimated by Hutu extremists, many of
whom had subsequently escaped into Kivu in the eastern Congo. In subsequent months, the RPF
moved toward ensuring Rwanda's security, re-establishing law and order, and beginning the painful
process of re-building the nation.
Or so the popular narrative goes.

The paragraph above outlines a common account of the

Rwandan genocide, rife with a number of deeply suspect assumptions. Four premises in particular
stand out. First and foremost is the assumption that Hutus and Tutsis are distinct ethnic groups
with a long history of conict. Second, the above account highlights the Rwandan Patriotic Front
as a benevolent actor responsible for quelling Hutu-driven violence. Third, the common narrative of
the genocide posits both that extremists committed many of the killings and that participation was
widespread. Fourth, and of particular interest here, an implicit neo-Malthusianism underlies the logic
of this account. These four assumptions have important implications for understanding who died,
who killed, how many lost their lives, how the violence spread, and the role of environmental and
demographic factors. The following literature review summarizes the Rwandan genocide scholarship
with these questions in mind.

Reading the Rwandan Genocide
A vast literature on the Rwandan genocide has emerged since the events of 1994. Journalists, human rights activists, medical doctors, anthropologists, sociologists, historians, economists, political
scientists, witnesses, and even former

génocidaires

worst episodes of violence of the 20th century.

have all attempted to shed light on one of the

Perhaps the only things more diverse than these

commentators' backgrounds are their opinions and biases.

Indeed, one noted scholar of Rwanda

begins his recent reading of the literature with the following cautionary note:

Few events in history are more subject to controversy than the mass killings commonly designated as genocide. This is hardly surprising considering the lack of anything
like a consensus of scholarly opinion about the precise meaning of the term, the different interpretations of the phenomenon oered by social scientists, and the enormous
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emotional charge it carries.

Rwanda is no exception.

There are few parallels for the

sheer depth of the discords and disagreements the 1994 genocide has generated among
observers, survivors and perpetrators.

(Lemarchand, 2007, p. 2)

In a collection of narratives and photographs published the same year as his landmark work

Order of Genocide: Race, Power and War in Rwanda,1

The

Scott Straus provides a similar warning:

the Rwandan genocide is a very dicult, even impossible, story to tell (Straus, 2006a, pp.

14-

15). Given this nearly complete lack of consensus, this chapter proceeds with a number of sections
providing the reader with the necessary background on Rwanda and describing the current literature.
In the rst section, background information  including geography, socio-economic indicators, and
demographic data  are provided. The next section provides a brief history of the events leading up
to the 1994 genocide. The chapter then shifts to reviewing explanatory, versus descriptive, accounts
of the violence. The principal explanatory frames are examined, followed by a section examining
the violence at a ner scale, describing in particular the dynamics of the genocide and individual
motivations for participating in the mass violence.

Within both these sections, the implicit and

explicit neo-Malthusian strains evident in much of the literature are examined.

A nal section

proposes further investigation of this underspecied neo-Malthusian argument. This concludes the
chapter and provides a segue into this work's research design, discussed in the following chapter.

Situating Rwanda
Rwanda is a small, landlocked country located in Central Africa. The Democratic Republic of the

2 borders Rwanda to the west, while it is bordered by Uganda, Tanzania, and Burundi

Congo (DRC)

2

to the north, east, and south, respectively. The total area of the country is 26,338 km , which is
roughly equivalent to the US states of Maryland or Vermont. Despite its equatorial location, Rwanda
possesses a temperate climate with two rainy seasons, the result of elevation that ranges from 950

1

In the words of René Lemarchand, Straus' work is the most signicant eort to date to bring the horrors
of mass murder into the cold light of social scientic inquiry (2007, p. 20).

2

The Democratic Republic of Congo was called Zaire at the time of the genocide. Both terms are used
in Rwandan genocide scholarship  those focusing on Rwanda's history often favor Zaire, while those
interested in Rwanda's post-genocide interventionism in the DRC often prefer to use its current name.
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m to 4,519 m above sea level (Central Intelligence Agency, 2008). The gently rolling terrain, which
declines in altitude from west to east, earned the country the title

Pays de Milles Collines ( Country

of a Thousand Hills ).
In 1994, Rwanda was the most densely populated country in continental Africa, with more than
308 inhabitants per km

2

(Central Intelligence Agency, 1993). Bigagaza et al. provide a gure of be-

tween 400 and 800 people per arable

km2 , depending on the prefecture (2002, p.

52). In agricultural

terms, this is between 4 and 8 individuals per arable hectare of land. The 1991 population stood at
7.1 million, a number that had grown by over 3% per year from the 4.8 million in 1978. Forty-eight
percent of inhabitants were under the age of 15 (Service National de Recensement, Ministère du
Plan, 1994).
Three primary ethnic groups exist in Rwanda  the Hutu, representing 91% of the population
in 1991, the Tutsi, representing between 8 and 9%, and the Twa, or aboriginal Pygmy inhabitants,
representing most of the remaining 1% (Service National de Recensement, Ministère du Plan, 1994).
However, these gures should be read with caution for two reasons. First, the 1991 census likely
underrepresents Tutsi in two ways: 1) some Tutsi may have registered as Hutu in order to avoid
discrimination; and 2) the government may have under-reported the number of Tutsi in order to
suppress their education and public service quotas (Verpoorten, 2005, p. 332). Second, Hutu and
Tutsi shared a language and culture, intermarried, and lived in close proximity. As such, few could
dierentiate between ethnic groups among other communities without reading their nationally issued
identity cards (Prunier, 1995, p. 249). Further discussion of ethnicity in Rwanda is provided below.
Economically, over 90% of Rwanda's population participated in agriculture in 1994, largely subsistence farming on over-cultivated small plots (Bigagaza et al., 2002).

Agricultural production

accounted for 50% of Rwanda's 1992 GDP, while coee and tea exports comprised between 80 and
90% of total exports (Central Intelligence Agency, 1993).

Gross national product per capita was

$290 in 1992 (unadjusted) (Central Intelligence Agency, 1993). To summarize, 1994 Rwanda was a
primarily agricultural society that suered from being incredibly poor, young, densely populated,
and land scarce.
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A Brief History
In discussing the Rwandan genocide, scholars alternatively trace Hutu-Tutsi competition back hundreds of years or to the 1980s. This section oers the brief history of Rwandan politics necessary for
following the arguments outlined later, while deferring those interested in a deep historical account
to other works.

3 This brief history is introduced through the lens of three important factors, rather

than as a chronological series of events.
The subtitle of Scott Straus' book, mentioned above, provides a useful heuristic for introducing
the Rwandan genocide: race, power, and war. Each of these three factors is essential for contextualizing the genocide. First, an overwhelming majority of accounts stress the

ethnic

motivations

for the killing. More nuanced accounts frame these ethnic motivations in terms of internal
politics (cf.

power

Mamdani, 2001, p. 196). Finally, historical accounts stress that the violence occurred

in the context of the RPF's ongoing

insurgency (for a short account of the genocide from a historical

perspective see Magnarella, 2005; for a lengthier account see Prunier, 1995). I elaborate these factors
 race, power, and war  in the remainder of this section.
Beginning with race, it is important to stress two seemingly incompatible facts. First, much of
the violence in 1994 was ethnically motivated and simply represented another, albeit particularly
horrible, episode of Hutu-Tutsi violence. Second, it should be stressed that despite a history of interethnic strife, Hutus and Tutsis were neither readily dierentiable outside of their communities nor
particularly acrimonious vis-à-vis one another within them. Indeed, in Straus' study of convicted

génocidaires,

he found that before 1994 68.8% of respondents had Tutsi family members, 98.9%

would have allowed their children to marry a Tutsi, and only 2.4% had negative relations with
their Tutsi neighbors prior to the genocide.
These two facts, poorly addressed in the literature, complicate the often-forwarded ancient
hatred explanation of the violence. Nonetheless, ethnic and class divisions in Rwanda do have a
long history pre-dating European colonial rule (Newbury, 1998, p. 11). In pre-colonial times, ethnic
identities were rather uid and largely driven by socioeconomic status; indeed, a Hutu acquiring

3

Prunier oers the rst English-language account of the Rwandan genocide from a historical perspective
(1995). Those wishing for a historical look at ethnicity in Rwanda should consult Catharine Newbury's The
Cohesion of Oppression: Clientship and Ethnicity in Rwanda, 1860-1960 (1988), while those searching for

a truly long durée work should consult Jean-Pierre Chrétien's The Great Lakes of Africa: Two Thousand
Years of History (2006). A greater number of works can be found in French.
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cattle might be deemed Tutsi, while a Tutsi who lost their herd might be called Hutu (Newbury,
1998, p.

10).

However, these uid ethnic/class distinctions were reied under Belgian colonial

4 Indeed, during the

authority, which sought to rule by proxy via the pre-existing Tutsi monarchy.

1930s the Belgian colonial administration issued identity cards indicating the cardholder's ethnicity
(Newbury, 1998, p. 11). Hutu-Tutsi ethnic cleavages resulted in massacres coincident with the 1959
Hutu overthrow of the Tutsi monarchy, throughout the early 1960s surrounding the country's 1962
independence, and in 1973. During this period, a signicant number of Tutsis ed the country for
neighboring states. Later, members of this Tutsi diaspora, living in Uganda, formed the Rwandan
Patriotic Front (RPF). The RPF invaded Rwanda in 1990, beginning the civil war that ended only
with the RPF's occupation of Rwanda in the summer of 1994.
Power is the next element of this brief background.

By power, Straus refers to the quest for

political dominance in the multiparty environment of the early 1990s.

Multipartyism emerged in

Rwanda after Habyarimana ended the exclusive rule of his party in response to political pressure
from France (Straus, 2006b, p. 24). Several key actors require introduction. The

lutionnaire national pour le développement

Mouvement révo-

(MRND) was the party of Rwanda's president, Juvénal

Habyarimana, and had enjoyed a monopoly on power since Habyarimana's 1973 coup. The principal
Hutu opposition to the MRND was the

Mouvement démocratique républicain

(MDR). Before the

genocide, extremist power and moderate factions emerged within these parties, with the former

5

taking hardline anti-Tutsi stances.

Within this inammatory political environment, two additional actors played important, and
deadly, roles. They are, in many accounts of the violence, the primary perpetrators of the genocide
(for a critique see Straus, 2006b, in particular p. 27). The rst set of perpetrators was comprised of
the militias of the Hutu political parties. In particular, the
of the MRND, and the

de la République

Impuzamugambi, the militia of the extremist Hutu Coalition pour la défense

(CDR), are thought to have precipitated much of the violence (Davenport and

Stam, 2009, p. 40). The second group was the

4

Interahamwe, nominally the youth wing

Forces Armées Rwandaises (FAR), the national army

Rwanda was part of German East Africa until after World War I, when it was relinquished to Belgium
under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles.

Belgian administration sought to structure social order,

to rationalize and standardize heterogeneous social relations, and to reinforce the powers of the `natural
rules'  to an even greater extent than most colonial arrangements (Newbury, 1998, p. 11).

5

Hutu Pawa, an adaption of the English power, emerged as a wing of the MDR in November 1993
(Straus, 2006b, p. 30).
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The Presidential Guard, the elite French- and Israeli-trained 1,500-man strong unit,

carried out a number of political assassinations near the beginning of the violence, including the
execution of 10 Belgian peacekeepers protecting Rwanda's opposition prime minister (Kuperman,
2001, pp. 38-40).
Finally, it is critical to understand that the Rwandan genocide occurred in the context of a civil
war initiated by the RPF in 1990  Straus' war.

A number of key events need to be outlined.

In October 1990, the RPF invaded Rwanda from Uganda.

However, after the death of the RPF

commander on the second day of the invasion, the attack became unwieldy, disorganized, and
logistically challenged (Kuperman, 2004, p. 71). In addition, political diculties with the Ugandan
government undermined the RPF's ability to eectively organize its forces.

By the winter, the

RPF had retreated to the Virunga mountains and Uganda (Kuperman, 2004, p. 72). A series of
cease-res, RPF attacks, retaliatory massacres of Tutsi civilians, and formal negotiations in Arusha,
Tanzania characterized the next two years of the conict.
In August 1993, the Arusha Accords, a series of power-sharing provisions broadly favorable to the
RPF, were nally signed. Due to the concessions granted by the Rwandan government to the RPF
under Arusha, particularly with regards to the military, Habyarimana believed that it would be
political suicide . . . either to refuse to sign the accords or actually to implement them (Kuperman,
2004, p. 76). This tense political (im)balance persisted in Rwanda until Habyarimana's assassination
on April 6, 1994. What followed was one of the worst episodes of violence of the 20th century.

Macro-Level Explanations of the Genocide
In a 2003 review of the literature on the Rwandan genocide, Peter Uvin notes that we do not
really know who killed whom, where, why, and how (2003, p. 98). Rather, Uvin notes that the
majority of works on the genocide are macro-level monocausal explanations, with few works providing theory-informed analyses of the wealth of micro-level data available (2003, p.

96).

Uvin

provides three categories of explanations of the genocide: 1) elite manipulation; 2) sociopsychological features of the perpetrators; and 3) ecological resource scarcity. Mahmood Mamdani, another
prominent commentator on the violence, oers an analogous typology that includes political, cultural, and resource explanations (2001, p. 197). This section reviews the three primary macro-level
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explanations of the genocide, while the following section examines the literature investigating the
violence at a sub-national scale.
First, a number of explanations posit that the genocide was organized and carried out at the
behest of a Rwandan Hutu elite fearful of losing power.

While such instrumentalist accounts

highlight a number of economic and political crises as the motivations for such elite manipulation
(notable political explanations are Prunier, 1995; Reyntjens, 1996; Magnarella, 2002; Kuperman,
2004), they generally fail to account for the social structures that facilitated the violence (Uvin,
2003, p. 81). Although many of these analyses are both exclusively macro-level and monocausal,
Straus'

The Order of Genocide

is a notable exception.

In his book, Straus provides a political

account of the genocide through the lenses of race, power, and war. He also combines a macro-level
theory about elite manipulation with extensive investigation of the individual motivations of the
perpetrators and the dynamics of the violence. Additional discussion of these ndings are provided
in the following section.
Second, a number of explanations center about what Uvin terms the sociopsychological features
of the perpetrators (2003, p. 84). These features are a set of characteristics often ascribed to the
Rwandan population, namely obedience, conformity, and docility.

These characteristics, whether

derivative of or exogenous to the strength of the Rwandan state, facilitated the dissemination of and
compliance with genocidal orders. The following excerpt from Alison Des Forges seminal Human
Rights Watch report

Leave None to Tell the Story

provides a description of these sociopsychological

features:

Local ocials at the level of cell, sector, and commune directed the early massacres.
In several places, such as the communes of Gaseke and Giciye, they told the people that
participating in the attacks was their

umuganda

or communal work obligation. Other

community leaders, such as teachers, health workers, the sta of development projects,
and party heads also helped turn out killers.

...

Ocials determined the end as well as the start of the slaughter.

In Kibirira, for

example, authorities needed only to send two policemen to blow their whistles and announce the end to the killing. The police did not need to re a single shot to restore
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order.

(Des Forges, 1999, pp. 17-18)

Christopher Taylor provides a detailed account of this cultural grounding in his book

Terror

Sacrice as

(1999). In particular, Taylor argues that:

Beneath the aspect of disorder there lay an eerie order to the violence of 1994 Rwanda.
Many of the actions followed a cultural patterning, a structured and structuring logic,
as individual Rwandans lashed out against a perceived internal other that threatened in
their imaginations both their personal integrity and the cosmic order of the state.

(Taylor, 1999, p. 101)

This second explanation traces the genocide to a series of cultural traits that originated and solidied over decades of strong state authority and individual reliance on the state. This symbiotic
relationship of mutual dependence evolved into one of simultaneous state and local violence during
the spring and summer of 1994.
Finally, a number of accounts trace the genocide to ecological resource scarcity or, more specifically, resource scarcity in the context of exploding demographics.

Generally, these accounts can

be divided into hard Malthusian accounts and soft Malthusian accounts, with the former deterministically ascribing the violence to growing population and decreasing resource availability. The
majority of accounts fall into the latter soft Malthusian category; notable exceptions are Bonneux
(1994) and Bigagaza et al. (2002), the latter of which argues that ethnicity [was] cover for competition to control scarce land . . . the conict in Rwanda was ultimately a struggle against inequitable
distribution of land, tragically fought along ethnic, Tutsi versus Hutu, lines (2002, pp.

51-52).

James Gasana, a former government minister in Rwanda, provides one of the most data-rich and indepth accounts within this explanatory frame. In addition to problems with land tenure, intimately
connected with the division of land between heirs during intergenerational transfer, Gasana outlines
the extreme degradation of Rwanda's cropland and forests. Gasana notes that 50% of arable land
had a slope greater than

10◦ ,

over two thirds of the population was unable to meet a 2,100 calorie

per day minimum, poor families spent 88% of their earnings to purchase food, and annual cropland
lost due to soil erosion stood at 8,000 ha  enough to feed 40,000 individuals (Gasana, 2002, p. 210,
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p. 216). Meanwhile, wood was harvested for rewood at a rate 57% faster than the growth of new
stock (Gasana, 2002, p. 217). The result was a structural famine, in which hunger, joblessness,
and discontent arose in the rural poor (Gasana, 2002, p. 210). Indeed, a 1991 report issued by the
Commission Nationale d'Agriculture warned:

It can be concluded that if the country does not operate profound transformations
in its agriculture, it will not be capable of feeding adequately its population under the
present growth rate.

...

Consequently it is time to fear the Malthusian eects that could derive from the gap
between food supply and the demand of the population, and social disorders which could
result from there.

(Gasana, 1991, p. 27 in Gasana, 2002, p. 210)

In addition to Gasana, ve works stand out for their macro-level Malthusian analyses. The rst of
these works, a PhD dissertation by Leif Ohlsson, provides the most comprehensive account of the
relationship between the Rwandan genocide and the environmental conict literature.

Ohlsson's

account is the least soft of these Malthusian works other than Bonneux (1994) and Bigagaza
et al. (2002), and posits the most direct links between scarcity and violence (Uvin, 2003, p. 83).
The next three works all adopt notably softer Malthusian positions. Peter Uvin hypothesizes three
processes by which ecological scarcity led to conict in Rwanda: 1) hunger, joblessness, and general
hopelessness facilitated participation in the genocide; 2) the steady wage provided by militias and
economic gains via plunder motivated participation in the violence, particularly in light of fears of
Tutsi seizure of scarce land upon resettlement; and 3) displacement resulting from the civil war left
land abandoned and idling young men who were easily induced to commit violence (Uvin, 1996,
p. 14). While the last of these explanations is primarily one about population displacement from
conict, the preceding processes represent the two primary

local

hypotheses of environmental conict

in Rwanda.
The next macro-level work on the role of scarcity in the Rwandan genocide is particularly signicant, given that it was authored by Thomas Homer-Dixon.

Val Percival and Homer-Dixon
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focus their analysis on elite insecurity, in an environmental conict case study that almost completely abandons the environment (1996, for a causal diagram see p.

286).

The result are two

contradictory conclusions: 1) environmental scarcity heightened the importance of ethnic identities
(Percival and Homer-Dixon, 1996, p.

285); yet 2) the role of scarcity was surprisingly limited

(Percival and Homer-Dixon, 1996, p. 288). These results are dicult to interpret, particularly given
Homer-Dixon's role as a champion of the environmental conict hypothesis. Indeed, correspondence
between Homer-Dixon and Ohlsson reveals that political considerations and fear of making too bold
a proclamation shortly after the genocide inuenced the authors' research, which was conducted in
1995 (Ohlsson, 1999, p. 119).
David Newbury (1999) echoes Percival and Homer-Dixon's cautious conclusions in his analysis
of environmental scarcity and the genocide. Newbury argues that directly equating scarcity with
violence obscures important links between local responses to ecological distress and political action
(1999). This view, which stresses that the eects of local scarcities operate outside of their place of
origin, is at odds with Uvin's simpler hypotheses outlined above. In distancing himself from a hard
Malthusian position, Newbury, like Percival and Homer-Dixon, presents its (unhelpful) antithesis,
namely an empty Malthusianism that ascribes importance to the environment but also notes the
impossibility of determining its role in a complex web of causal factors. Levy oers a harsh criticism
of such ndings, which he argues are virtually identical to the conventional wisdom that prevailed
before the research (1995, p.

45).

In the end, Newbury's conclusion that ecology itself is part

of politics falls far short of providing a testable claim (1999, p. 32). The nal macro-level work
on the role of environmental scarcity in Rwanda is Yanagizawa's game-theoretical model of the
genocide and the Malthusian trap (2006).

While providing little in terms of empirical ndings,

6 and

Yanagizawa's work is important for highlighting the importance of poor refugee infrastructure

migratory ows in any understanding of the conict. Although most works fail to adequately address
the issue of migration during the conict, Davenport and Stam (Davenport and Stam, 2009; Stam,
2009) highlight the importance of this factor in examining their data on the violence. The Central
Intelligence Agency's April 26, 1994

National Intelligence Daily conrms this fact, noting that large

segments of Rwanda's 8 million people are trying to ee but are being stopped at the border by

6

This term encompasses a wide variety of phenomena from domestic mobility and requirements for ethnic
identication, to the openness of neighboring countries' borders (over which refugees might ee) to the
availability of international asylum (Yanagizawa, 2006, p. 9).
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government forces or the Rwandan Patriotic Front (Central Intelligence Agency, 1994, p. 8).
Finally, any review must note that in addition to these
majority of works adopt an

implicit

explicit

Malthusian accounts, a near

Malthusianism. Most remarkably, the U.N. Commissioner for

Refugees' commented at the 1994 Cairo Population Summit that the recent strife in Rwanda is a
striking example of ethnic conict, ignited by population pressure and diminished land resources
(Ogata in Uvin, 2003, p.

82).

Many political analyses of the genocide mention Rwanda's popu-

lation density without further probing the matter. Straus, for example, nds that geography and
demographic density had implications for state power in Rwanda (2006b, pp. 214-5), while Prunier
reminds his readers:

All these people who were about to be killed had land and at times cows.

And

somebody had to get these lands and those cows after their owners were dead. In a poor
and increasingly overpopulated country this was not a negligible incentive.

(Prunier, 1995, p. 142)

Such implicit assumptions, absent explicit testing, hinder a complete understanding of how the
Rwandan genocide came to pass and how such horrible conicts might be averted in the future.

Micro-Level Scholarship
In addition to the macro-level work presented above, a handful of micro-level scholarly works have
been written on the Rwandan genocide. These works ll the serious gap between macro-level explanations of the genocide and a ner understanding of the dynamics and individual motivations behind
the violence (Uvin, 2003; Longman, 2004). In particular, they enable scholars to begin to understand
individuals'

le passage à l'acte, the change between the thought and act of killing (Sémelin, 2007 in

Lemarchand, 2007, p. 3). The mass participation in the genocide underscores the importance of this
transition. Indeed, in the rst objective calculation of the number of perpetrators, Straus estimated
that 200,000 individuals  more than one in ten adult males  participated in the genocide (Straus,
2004, p. 95).

7 Finally, these micro-level works inaugurate the serious exploration of the regional

variation in violence (Longman, 2004; Lemarchand, 2007).

7

Straus later provides an estimate of 120,000 (Straus, 2006b, p. 117).
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Four scholars are responsible for the bulk of the micro-level research on the genocide. Catherine
André and Jean-Philippe Platteau (1998) oer one of the rst theory-informed micro-level studies on
the genocide. Through two long-term stays in a

cellule 8 of Kanama, a commune in the prefecture of

Gisenyi, in 1988 and 1993, André collected detailed data on land relations. Following the genocide,
she gathered whatever data was available on the survivors through correspondence and a visit to a
refugee camp in the nearby border town of Goma, Zaïre (André and Platteau, 1998, p. 39). The
result is a unique data set on the victims of the violence from which an unexpectedly clear picture
[of the violence] emerges (André and Platteau, 1998, p. 39). Specically, André and Platteau nd
that those most likely to be victims were the trouble-makers, often implicated in land disputes, and
the land rich. As Uvin hypothesized, the authors nd signicant deterioration of the community's
social fabric and insulation from violence:

The Malthusian trap can result in bitter tensions within families, intra-community
hatreds and violence, and serious questioning of the evolving regime of market-allocated,
individualized property rights.

These adverse eects which corrode the very core of

community life are shown to have been at work in . . .

the truly horrifying bloodshed

that took place in Rwanda during 1994.

(André and Platteau, 1998, p. 2)

In addition to the deterioration of the social fabric, André and Platteau highlight how the greed
and grievances of individuals can motivate violence under conditions of environmental scarcity.
Specically, they observe that extreme land hunger created a troubled environment which made
the most desperate people (particularly young people with only bleak prospects) ready to seize any
opportunity to change their present predicament (André and Platteau, 1998, p. 38). These two
observed pathways from environmental scarcity to conict neatly parallel Uvin's hypothesized causal
chains (1996, p. 14).
A third Belgian scholar, Philip Verwimp, has contributed greatly to the micro-level understanding of the Rwandan genocide in a series of insightful articles (2003; 2004; 2005; 2006). In the rst
of these articles, Verwimp tests the double genocide hypothesis, which argues that the RPF committed a genocide of Hutus as it occupied Rwanda, in the prefectures of Gitarama, Gikongoro, and

8

The cellule was the smallest formal administrative unit in Rwanda at the time of the genocide.
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Kibuye (southern and western Rwanda). Tracing households from a pre-genocide agricultural study,

9 Nonetheless, he arrives

Verwimp fails to nd evidence supporting the double genocide hypothesis.

at a number of interesting ndings through an analysis employing bivariate logistical regression to
estimate the eects of individual-level covariates on survival probabilities. Specically, he nds that
older, male, Tutsi, and land-rich individuals are more likely to have been killed during the genocide .
The arrival date of the RPF has a negative eect for Tutsis, e.g. early arrival of the RPF decreased
the chance that a Tutsi would be killed, and a positive eect for Hutus. All of these ndings are
statistically signicant at or below the

α = 0.05

level (Verwimp, 2003, p. 439).

In his 2004 article Death and Survival during the 1994 Genocide, Verwimp performs an analysis
of the genocide in Kibuye using data from

Ibuka,

a Tutsi survivor network. Notably, this analysis

illuminates the high proportion of those killed in large-scale massacres (Verwimp, 2004, p. 236). It
also provides an early look at the spatial and temporal variation found in the killings (Verwimp, 2004,
pp. 237-241). In his 2005 article, Verwimp turns from analyzing victims of the violence towards the
perpetrators. He nds that quasi-landless peasants and the land-rich were the two groups most likely
to participate in the genocide. Noting the widely documented [fact] that . . . the rank and le among
the perpetrators were very interested in the property of the murdered Tutsi, Verwimp posits that
the former group was substantially motivated by the greed observed by André and Platteau (1998)
and postulated by Uvin (1996) (Verwimp, 2005, p. 319). The land-rich, meanwhile, participated in
the violence as they had the most to lose from a change in the political order. This disaggregation
of perpetrators by class marks an explanatory improvement over André and Platteau's analysis,
which failed to analyze perpetrators beyond a few brief qualitative statements. Finally, Verwimp
(2006) analyzed the weapons used to perpetrate the genocide in Kibuye, with rearms being more
commonly used in large-scale killings. Verwimp nds that the use of rearms was greatest several
weeks into the genocide and that young adults and o-farm workers were most likely to be killed
with a rearm (2006, p.

18).

The nding that victims' age, occupation, and place of residence

are signicant determinants of the weapon used provides ample evidence to the organized nature of
genocide  certain groups were gathered to be massacred, weapons were distributed at a number

9

Verwimp stresses that he only fails to nd support for the double genocide hypothesis in the prefectures
in question. These prefectures, relatively far from the RPF point of invasion in northern Rwanda, were
not reached by the RPF until quite late in the genocide (Stam, 2009) and may have avoided earlier RPF
massacres.
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of xed locations, and those able to resist were shot, while those unable to ee were killed using
machetes and other primitive weapons.
The nal author, Scott Straus, has contributed the most to the micro-level understanding of
the genocide. Although not exclusively a micro-level work, Straus'

The Order of Genocide

provides

an extensive discussion of both perpetrators' motivations for participating and how the genocide
started at the commune level.

On the former question, while cautioning that any search for a

single motivation that causes individuals to commit genocide is surely a futile exercise (Straus,
2006b, p. 95), Straus nds that the combination of uncertainty and insecurity compelled individuals
to participate in the killings, particularly when confronted by groups of perpetrators (2006b, p.
87). Although generally favoring political explanations to those of deprivation, greed, and cultural
obedience hypotheses, Straus' environment of insecurity is broadly compatible with the deterioration
of social ties described by André and Platteau (1998). Straus also nds that

20%

of perpetrators

committed looting at the time of their crime, a statistic providing further support to hypotheses of
scarcity-induced violence (2006b, p. 149).
Regarding the dynamics of the genocide at the commune-level, Straus nds that the violence
was initiated in one of four principal ways. Figure 3.1 outlines Straus' balance of power account of
the initiation of violence, which involved the opening of local spaces of opportunity in the context
of national ethnic cleavages, political struggle, and civil war.
This picture of the dynamics of the genocide, which draws from Rwanda's national history,
individual-level surveys of

génocidaires,

and ve commune-level case studies of the violence, has

greatly advanced the state of the research. Beyond the profound impact of

The Order of Genocide

for understanding the genocide, Straus' work highlights the necessity of employing a variety of
methods at a number of scales of analysis in order when investigating an event as complex and
contested as the Rwandan genocide.

This Work's Research
This thesis contributes to the above literature by further exploring the hypothesis that environmental scarcity contributed to the violence of the 1994 genocide.

Although several scholars have

remarked upon the inter-connected, and perhaps indecipherable, role of the environment in the con-
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DESTABILIZATION, 1990 –
1994
Multipartyism, war

SHOCK
Habyarimana assasination
April 6, 1994

NATIONAL HARDLINER
RESPONSE
1. “Destroy the enemy”
2. Enemy = Tutsi, domestic opposition
3. Violence new basis for authority

SPACE of
OPPORTUNITY
1. Uncertainty
2. Security fear
3. Authority gap

BALANCE OF POWER, PROVIOLENCE

Burgomaster pro

Burgomaster
passive

BALANCE OF POWER, ANTIVIOLENCE

Burgomaster
passive

Rise of rural elite

Burgomaster pro

Burgomaster anti

BALANCE OF POWER SHIFT
1. Military incursion civilian attack
2. Neighboring commune change
3. Prefecture authority change
4. Rural elite usurps power

Burgomaster
passive

Burgomaster
ousted

Rise of rural elite

MASS MOBILIZATION &
GENOCIDAL VIOLENCE

Figure 3.1: Commune-Level Dynamics of the Genocide
Redrawn from Straus (2006b, p. 91).
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ict (Percival and Homer-Dixon, 1996; Newbury, 1999), a number of works have highlighted concrete
causal pathways by which environmental scarcity may have sparked violence in 1994 (Uvin, 1996;
André and Platteau, 1998; Verwimp, 2004). Two local causal chains in particular are evident: 1) the
deterioration of community resulting in a decrease in the social resistance to violence; and 2) active
participation in violence due to greed and hatred resulting from relative deprivation and conditions
of extreme land scarcity. What remains to be investigated is

where

scarcity begot violence. Indeed,

Longman notes:

Although all of Rwanda was poor, factors such as population density, levels of development investment, and economic arrangements varied substantially across the country.
Research comparing regions with diering economic conditions could help to illuminate
how economic issues gured into the genocide . . .

The degree to which overpopulation

played a role could be studied by comparing areas with high population densities with
areas with lower densities.

(Longman, 2004, p. 38)

The following chapters investigate these hypothesized links between environmental scarcity and
violence during the Rwandan conict. Specically, I explore the diusion of violence in Chapter 5
and the covariates of violence in Chapter 6's regression analysis. Extrapolating from the micro-level
studies of André and Platteau (1998) and Verwimp (2004; 2005), I expect two relationships between
the diusion of violence and environmental scarcity.

First, I predict that the spatial, contagious

spread of violence was more likely in environmentally scarce regions. This prediction follows from
André and Platteau (1998) and Uvin's (1996) observation that scarcity-induced social degradation
reduces the resistance to violence.

Further discussion is oered in Chapter 4.

Second, I expect

that random, non-contagious outbreaks of violence occurred under conditions of scarcity, following
observers' comments that perpetrators acted out of desperation and/or for material gain (cf. Uvin,
1996; André and Platteau, 1998; Verwimp, 2004, 2005; Prunier, 1995, p.

142; Straus, 2006b, p.

149). Chapter 5 disaggregates violence into this contagious and non-contagious form, while Chapter
6 tests these specic hypotheses as well as environment-population-conict links more broadly.
Specically, I examine whether the observed micro-level relationship between violence and land
scarcity, an eect of overpopulation, prevails at the meso-level (André and Platteau, 1998). I also ex-
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plore whether observed and hypothesized links from environmental degradation and low agricultural
yields to violence hold in a data-driven countrywide analysis (cf. Uvin, 1996; André and Platteau,
1998; Gasana, 2002). The conclusions from these analyses suggest that the noted micro-level Malthusian conicts persisted across Rwanda. These results partially validate  and demand greater insight
of  the implicit and explicit Malthusianism that dominates Rwandan genocide scholarship.

Chapter 4

Research Design and Data
Description
In this chapter, I outline the research design and data employed to investigate the environmental
conict hypothesis in Rwanda. In the rst half of the chapter, I specify the scope of this analysis,
move on to further specify the hypotheses that will be tested in Chapters 5 and 6, and nally
introduce the two-stage research design. The second half of the chapter describes the data employed
in the subsequent analyses.

Scope of the Analysis
As discussed in the previous chapters, a majority of both environmental conict studies and Rwandan genocide analyses have adopted either a macro- or micro-scale. Despite a few notable exceptions,
the result has been a literature dominated by theory-informed macro-level accounts and purely descriptive micro-level data (on Rwanda see Uvin, 2003, p. 83; on environmental conict see Gleditsch
and Urdal, 2002, p.

298).

Unfortunately, neither of these formats are particularly amenable to

hypothesis testing. Straus notes this research scope problem in his seminal book:

Disaggregation matters especially for hypothesis-testing. If analysts treat the geno34
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cide as an undierentiated event, it is dicult to judge what drove the violence. But
focusing on variation can lead to inferences about the factors that drove the violence.

(Straus, 2006b, p. 53)

Employing subnational data at the level of the commune-day, I explore spatial and temporal variation
in order to test the environmental scarcity hypothesis in Rwanda. This move parallels the recent
trend in conict studies towards disaggregation (Kalyvas, 2008).
My focus on subnational variation oers two benets over more common micro- and macro-level
studies. First, the meso-level perspective employed provides a systematic framework for comparing
socio-political-military factors to environmental scarcity.

Such comparisons are absent from the

Rwandan genocide scholarship and generally lacking in environmental conict research (Gleditsch,
1998). Second, a meso-level analysis facilitates an investigation of the local eects of scarcity, which
the Toronto Group and its intellectual descendants largely abandon in favor of macro-level causal
structures mediated by the state and national identities (see Figure 2.1 on page 11). My focus on
the local eects of scarcity oers a parsimony wanting in most environmental conict research and
represents an incremental approach to understanding scarcity across all of its inherent scales (cf.
O'Lear and Diehl, 2007).

Hypothesis Specication
I begin by providing a general environmental scarcity hypothesis and the corresponding null hypothesis. The environmental scarcity hypothesis is then further specied and adjusted to consider
the scale of this analysis and causal processes identied in the qualitative literature. Environmental scarcity is used here to include both the eects of demographic pressure (resource use) and
environmental and agricultural degradation (resource availability).

H0 :

Regions with various degrees of environmental scarcity experienced no dierence in

levels of violence during the 1994 Rwandan genocide,

H1 :

ceteris paribus.

Regions with greater than average environmental scarcity experienced greater than

average levels of violence during the 1994 Rwandan genocide,

ceteris paribus.

Similarly,
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regions with less than average environmental scarcity experienced less than average levels
of violence.

Two variants of

H1

emerge from previous work investigating the role of environmental scarcity in the

genocide. The rst describes

active

violence resulting from scarcity, wherein individual feelings of

hatred, anger, greed, and desperation lead to direct acts of violence (cf. André and Platteau, 1998,
p. 38). The second variant describes scarcity's ability to decrease the resistance to and cause the

passive

acceptance of violence. Specically, passive scarcity-induced violence results from scarcity's

degradation of communities' social fabrics, which in turn decreases resistance to violence (cf. André
and Platteau, 1998, p. 2). These weakened social ties also manifest themselves through individuals'
failure to resist coercive conscription into genocidal pogroms. While both variants of environmental
conict may operate simultaneously (cf. André and Platteau, 1998), they are nonetheless distinct
causal processes. I term these sub-hypotheses

Ha

and

Hp ,

respectively, where

{Ha , Hp } ∈ H1 .

These two sub-hypotheses are observationally equivalent when data on the number of killings are
aggregated, i.e. it is impossible to dierentiate between the active and passive causal pathways of
environmental scarcity from the simple association between violence and scarcity. In order to dierentiate between
scarcity with

Ha

H1 ,

and

Hp , which share the set of independent variables constituting environmental

I test the two causal pathways under assumptions about their spatio-temporal

processes. I dene the spatio-temporal incidence of a given process
characteristics of active environmental conict are notated as

SP (·),

SP (Ha ).

e.g. the spatio-temporal

In order to test

Ha

and

Hp ,

I make the following two assumptions:

Assumption 1: SP (Ha )

is distributed across space without regard to the extent of

violence in neighboring spatial units.

SP (Ha )

is distributed across time in a manner

following the breakdown and re-establishment of order at the beginning and end of the
genocide. Stated in the language of Chapter 5,

Assumption 2: SP (Hp )

SP (Ha )

is a hierarchical process.

is spatially and temporally proximate to incidents of violence.

In the language of Chapter 5,

SP (Hp )

is a contagious process.

Assumption 1 follows the logic that, on balance, internal perpetrators acting out of greed, jealousy,
and resentment did so under conditions of environmental scarcity regardless of neighboring conditions. Specically, they acted on local grievances and local greed for land and property. Supposing
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that the breakdown of order was a function of both the time since Habyarimana's assassination
(a profoundly disruptive political event) and the spatial proximity of violence,
possess contagious qualities.

SP (Ha )

might also

However, Straus' examination of the genocide's late start in Butare

indicates that the prefecture's resistance was not due to isolation from surrounding violence but
rather the moderate position of its bureaucrats (Straus, 2006b, p. 50, 56). This lends support to
the assumption that

SP (Ha )

is an aspatial process.

Assumption 2 is based on the premise that socially weakened and fragmented communities were
a necessary but insucient condition for scarcity-induced violence.

Rather, individuals in such

communities failed to resist outside actors' initiation of violence.
In order to fully explore the plausibility of these assumptions, I evaluate them given hypothesized

1 Specically, Straus (2008) has noted that:

models of the spread of state-initiated genocidal violence.

The existing literature on the genocide indicates two possible models for how the
violence spread to local areas.

The rst might be called a hierarchy model.

In this

model, the violence is presented as ecient and machine-like, and the planning for
it is called meticulous.

Rwanda's state plays a central role in this story, and the ad-

ministration's centralized, even totalitarian, character is emphasized. The second, less
common version of events might be called an outbreak model. In this model, the violence is presented as a chaotic explosion of hatred in the context of state collapse. The
central images are of marauding, machete-wielding militias and racist radio broadcasts
whipping a susceptible public into a fever of killing.

(Straus, 2008, p. 302)

I adopt moderate versions of these two models as the basis for understanding the spread of genocidal violence,

V.

In the model

Vh ,

violence was (primarily) perpetrated by local bureaucrats and

(Hutu) political extremists. These locally-based actors committed violence primarily within their
administrative purview. Violence occurred

hierarchically. Vc

species the model wherein violence

was (primarily) perpetrated by mobile militias and extremists. With the movement of these actors,
violence occurred

1

contagiously.

I use the term state-initiated to distinguish between planned violence of genocidal intent and forms of
violence that are either random (e.g. many killings at roadblocks) or not of genocidal intent and political
motivation (e.g. low-level violence enacted as the result of greed, grievance, social dispute, etc.).
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Under this mixed model,

An examination of the

Vm ,

GenoDynamics

Vh

and

Vc ,

violence spread both

a mixed model of the

hierarchically

and

con-

data reveals that a mixed model of the violence

(Vm ) most closely resembles the manner in which the genocide unfolded (see the diusion results of
Chapter 5 as well as the animation of the violence available at www.genodynamics.com). Qualitative accounts similarly point to simultaneous machine-like and breakout forms of violence (see in
particular Des Forges, 1999).
The ability to dierentiate between the distinct causal processes described in sub-hypotheses
and

Hp

Ha

rests on the validity of Assumptions 1 and 2. The plausibility of these assumptions is in turn

conditional on the underlying model of violence,

V.

the exclusive models of state-initiated violence 

Vh

In light of the wealth of evidence discrediting
and

Vc

 and supporting the mixed model

I briey elaborate upon the plausibility of Assumptions 1 and 2.
which posits that

SP (Ha )

is a hierarchical process, there are no

Vm ,

Beginning with Assumption 1,

prima facie

reasons to believe

that scarcity-induced active violence (Ha ) could not coexist with a mixed model of state-initiated
violence. Assumption 2 also appears plausible under a mixed model of violence. Specically,

Hp

postulates that scarcity reduces resistance to state-initiated violence, which spread both contagiously
and hierarchically. Thus, while the assumption that

SP (Hp )

was

entirely

contagious is implausible,

Assumption 2 holds for the subset of contagious state-initiated violence.
for the comparison of

Hp

and

Ha ,

although my later examination of

Hp

the limited test of the hypothesis that scarcity decreased resistance to

This subset is sucient
must be understood as

contagious

state-initiated

violence, and not state-initiated violence more generally.

Research Design
I employ a two-stage meso-level research design in order to investigate variation in violence at the
level of the commune-day. This two-stage design is motivated by two principal needs. First, testing

Ha

and

Hp

requires analyzing the spatio-temporal patterns of violence. Second, testing

the ability to measure the eect of environmental scarcity versus other factors,

H1

requires

ceteris paribus.

Given

that the scope of this work precludes extensive micro-comparative eldwork or primary research,
regression is a logical tool with which to satisfy this rst condition. To this end, I employ a method
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for detecting diusion adapted from criminological studies of homicide incidence (Cohen and Tita,
1999).
In the rst stage of my analysis, I examine the diusion of violence throughout the genocide. This
analysis provides a measure of when and where hierarchical and contagious diusion occurred. In the
second stage, I proceed to test

H1 , Ha ,

and

Hp

in a regression analysis. For dependent variables, I

employ aggregate levels of violence (deaths), aggregate positive hierarchical diusion, and aggregate
positive contagious diusion, respectively. In testing

Ha

and

Hp ,

I examine only positive diusion

as the dependent variables  e.g. the diusion of incidents of violence rather than diusion of nonincidents  as neither the environmental conict literature nor the qualitative Rwandan genocide
scholarship provides compelling theoretical insights into the spread of violence's non-incidence.
Generally, this research design aims to exploit signicant subnational variation across the independent and dependent variables in order to best test the above environmental conict hypotheses.
Such enables permits the investigation of environmental conict in Rwanda without selecting on the
dependent variable, a common problem in the literature (Gleditsch, 1998, p. 391). In the following
section, I introduce the dependent and independent variables and map their spatial variation across
Rwanda.

Data Description
In analyzing environment-population-conict links in Rwanda, I utilize a range of data elaborating the dependent variable (deaths), a number of controls, and environmental scarcity covariates.
The environmental scarcity variables can be further divided into two categories: 1) demand-induced
scarcity covariates, which are demographic variables; and 2) supply-induced scarcity covariates,
which are agricultural and environmental variables (see Homer-Dixon's theoretical diagram, Table 2.1 on page 11, for more detail).
These variables are drawn from three principal data sources and a number of other sources
aggregated by researchers at Michigan State University (Campbell et al., 1994). This section details
these sources and provides maps and descriptive statistics. Figure 4.1 introduces the reader to the
geography, infrastructure, and commune boundaries of Rwanda. With two exceptions, all of the data
employed in this analysis are available at the level of the commune  the second-order administrative
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Figure 4.1: Rwanda Administrative Boundaries, Roads, Rivers, and Capitals

unit in Rwanda. Data on ethnicity and religion are only available at the prefecture level  the rstorder administrative unit. I use the commune as the spatial unit of analysis throughout this analysis.
Table 4.1 on the next page presents descriptive statistics of the

13

variables drawn from these

various data sources. Additional information describing the variables and their respective sources is
provided in the sections below.

Violence Data  GenoDynamics Project
Scholars interested in the Rwandan genocide have long noted the poor quality of available data
on the violence (Uvin, 2003; Longman, 2004; Lemarchand, 2007). Missing records, political biases,
and incomplete coverage of the country have hampered eorts to draw general inferences about the
genocide. The

GenoDynamics

project, a ten-year research eort led by Christian Davenport and

Allan Stam, aggregated the available data on the genocide from a number of sources and used a

Deaths
Percent Tutsi
Total Population
Population Density
Population Growth (Annual)
RPF Occupation Duration
Battlefront Duration
Capital
Urban
SD of Slope
Kcals Production per Capita per Day
Income
Percent Protestant

Variable
5
2.9%
38000
323
2.16%
14
0
5
1720
284000
14%

1st Quartile
882
8.8%
46200
375
2.70%
27
6
6.1
1990
425000
16%

Median
10200
12.8%
54800
464
3.32%
102
16
7.2
2610
584000
18%

3rd Quartile
93566
17.9%
236000
2440
7.99%
118
102
1
1
10.6
3920
2010000
37%

Max

Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics of the Variables Employed

0
0.5%
25100
111
0.03%
0
0
0
0
2.8
311
108000
11%

Min
7440
8.6%
50100
416
2.87%
45
17
1/143
18/143
6
2150
506000
19%

Mean

12779
5.6%
22188
233
1.20%
43
26
1.5
661
335531
7.70%
n = 143
for all variables

SD
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Table 1 – Overview of Dependent Variable Source Material
Entire Country

Part of Country

Large Scale Killings
Only

Ministry of Education;
Ministry of Youth, Culture,
& Sport

Physicians for Human
Rights; Human Rights
Watch

Large and Small Scale
Killings

Ministry of Local Affairs;
ICTR Testimony

Ibuka (Tutsi Survivors
Network); African Rights

Modified from Davenport & Stam (2009, p. 19)

Table 4.2: Overview of Davenport & Stam Violence Estimates Source Materials

Bayesian model to estimate the location of violent outbreaks in space and time (Davenport and
Stam, 2009).

Table 4.2 presents the government, NGO, and international data sources used to

generate Davenport and Stam's violence estimates.

Some of the sources cover the entire spatial

extent of Rwanda and all types of killings, while others document only large-scale killings or cover
only a portion of Rwanda.
Davenport and Stam's data, while far from perfect, represent the most complete and least biased
data available on the genocide (Stam, 2009). The data are available at the level of the commune-day.
Figure 4.2 maps the number of deaths over the course of the genocide  April to July 1994  by
commune.

Notably, violence was greatest around Kigali, Kibuye in the west, and Butare in the

southeast. As Figure 4.4 indicates a high percentage of Tutsis lived in these areas.
In addition to estimates of violence across the country, the

GenoDynamics

project provides my

study with two additional sets of data. First, Davenport and Stam provide 90-meter elevation data
for the country, which I use to calculate the within-commune standard deviation of slope (by degree)
as a proxy for roughness of terrain. Rough terrain is featured in both the conict and environmental
scarcity literatures. In conict studies, rough terrain is suspected of providing physical protection
and promoting insurgency (cf. Fearon and Laitin, 2003; Collier and Hoeer, 2004), while in the
environmental scarcity literature its poor agricultural quality  soil degradation and erosion are far
more common in sloped plots of land  is considered a form of supply-induced scarcity. Figure 4.1 on
page 40 maps elevation data for Rwanda and thus provides an indirect measure of slope. A separate
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Figure 4.2: Total Deaths by Commune from Davenport and Stam's Estimates

2

map is not presented.

Davenport and Stam also provide detailed data on the location of RPF and French troops during
the genocide.

3 These data were culled from a number of sources and updated using the testimony of

former FAR and RPF soldiers (Davenport and Stam, 2009; Stam, 2009). Following Kalyvas' concept
of zones of control (Kalyvas, 2008; Kalyvas and Kocher, 2009), these patterns of troop control are
expected to signicantly aect the variation in the violence. Figure 4.3 on the next page presents
three maps of the killings and the RPF's expanding troop control spaced at two-day intervals. A
complete animation can be obtained online (www.genodynamics.com).
Unfortunately, the regression models employed in Chapter 6 are not fully spatio-temporal and
require that data on troop movements be aggregated across the study period. Using the data on
troop position shown in Figure 4.3, I create two variables for my study: 1) the duration of RPF
control by commune; and 2) the duration that the battlefront between the RPF and FAR spatially
intersected each commune. Table 4.1 on page 41 and the full animation further elucidate the pace,

2

Slope, with its questionable expected direction, does not merit visual display here.

3

French troops, as part of the peacekeeping Opération Turquoise, established a safe zone in southwest
Rwanda in the summer of 1994.

Figure 4.3: Deaths and Troop Control by Commune with Count of Deaths by Zone of Control, by 2-Day Intervals
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Figure 4.4: Percent Tutsi by Prefecture

4

location, and spatial extent of RPF troop control throughout the genocide.

Demographic Data  1991 Population Census
The Rwandan government's meticulous record-keeping is often noted by scholars of the genocide (cf.
Longman, 2004, p. 32). The detailed and precise nature of these records provides the wealth of data
necessary for the elaboration of a properly-controlled regression model in Chapter 6. Specically, the
1991 census provides commune-level data on total population by commune and prefecture-level data
on ethnic and religious breakdown. The percentage of Tutsis living in a commune is a key control
when investigating variation in the violence, which largely targeted Tutsis. Figure 4.4 provides a
map of this variable.
Total population by commune is presented in Figure 4.5. Notably, the less populated communes,
with the exception of Kigali, are also the smaller communes. This is consistent with the common
observation that Rwandans had occupied nearly all available arable land (cf. Bigagaza et al., 2002;

4

French troop control did not occur until late in the summer, when the majority of deaths had already
occurred. As such, it is not included in my analysis.
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Population by Commune
Population (1991)
25147 - 34043
34044 - 41499
41500 - 49303
49304 - 55849
55850 - 66934
66935 - 86117
86118 - 121842
Jenks’ natural breaks

Figure 4.5: Population by Commune

Gasana, 2002).

5
2

Figure 4.6 presents the population density (individuals/km ) by commune.
illustrates the relatively even pattern of settlement across Rwanda.

This map further

This variable was calculated

using the ArcMap GIS software by dividing total population per commune by each commune's area.
Given that Rwanda is predominantly rural, population density is also a close proxy for land scarcity
(cf. Gasana, 2002).
Figure 4.7 maps the annual population growth by commune (calculated between the 1978 population census and 1991 population census). Population growth between 1978 and 1991 was lowest
in the south of the country and highest in its less dense eastern plains.
Finally, I employed data on religious preference from the 1991 census.

I hope to control for

religion in light of several researchers' explorations of the role of the Catholic Church in the genocide
(cf. Longman, 2004, p.

5

35).

Figure 4.8 provides a map of the percent of Protestant citizens by

The several blank communes are the result of a discrepancy between the spatial administrative boundaries
used across the data sources. Davenport and Stam's data include 154 units, of which 9 are in the prefecture
of Umutara. The 1991 population census and 1987 agricultural census do not list communes in Umutara,
however. Prior to performing the regression analysis, I resolved this discrepancy by joining the extra 9
communes of Davenport and Stam's data with their neighbors as per the 1991 and 1987 organization.
The three communes of the 1991 Kigali Ville prefecture were also joined, as only one administrative unit
existed at the time of the 1987 agricultural census. The result is 143 distinct spatial units.
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Population Density
by Commune

People / Sq. Km.
111 - 295
295 - 426
426 - 618
618 - 934
934 - 1834
1834 - 4265
Jenks’ natural breaks

2

Figure 4.6: Population Density (individuals/km ) by Commune

Population Growth
by Commune

Population Growth
0.0 - 1.4%
1.5 - 2.2%
2.3 - 3.1%
3.2 - 4.0%
4.1 - 6.0%
6.1 - 8.0%
Annualized, 1978 - 1991

Areas in white are not populated.

Figure 4.7: Annual Population Growth (1978-1991) by Commune
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Percent Protestant by Prefecture

10.6%

13%

13.8%

14.4%

15.8%

16.3%

17.9%

18.4%

28.2%

31.1%

37.4%

Figure 4.8: Percent Protestant, by Prefecture

6

prefecture.

Agricultural Data  1987 Agricultural Census
The 1987 agricultural census provides a large number of agricultural statistics at the commune-level
(Ministère de l'Agriculture de l'Elevage et des Forêts, 1989). I employ the most direct measure of
agricultural productivity as my measure of agricultural health  kilocalorie production per capita
per day. This variable is more consistent than crop-specic measures across Rwanda's agro-climatic
zones. While I also investigated the percent of the population engaged in agricultural labor, these
data did not exhibit enough variation to merit inclusion as a metric of agricultural dependence.
Figure 4.9 provides a map of this variable.

6

As Catholicism is the incumbent faith, the strength of the community and power of the Catholic Church
are not easily measured with census data, which only indicate aliation and not strength of conviction.
Active aliation with a Protestant church, in contrast, comes closer to approximating the strength of
Protestantism in the region as Protestant aliation represents (in many cases) an active conviction.
Assuming this zero-sum competition between Catholicism and Protestantism, the percentage of protestants
can be understood as a measure of the Catholic Church weakness in a given region.
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Figure 4.9: Agricultural Production (kilocalories per capita per day) by Commune

Miscellaneous Data  Rwanda Society-Environment Project
In addition to the data from Davenport and Stam, the 1991 population census, and the 1987 agricultural census, I construct two dummy variables as controls and utilize two further variables from
Michigan State University's pre-genocide Rwanda Society-Environment Project (Campbell et al.,
1994).
First, I construct a dummy variable that takes the value

0

for all communes but Kigali. The

capital's position as the geographic and political hub of Rwanda challenges the assumption that
violence there was determined by the same factors as elsewhere. The presence of the United Nations
Assistance Mission to Rwanda (UNAMIR) and a contingent of RPF soldiers under the Arusha Accords further dierentiates the violence in Kigali from that elsewhere in the country (cf.

Kuperman,

2004).
I also construct a dummy variable for urban areas, although non-rural is a more apt description
given Rwanda's overwhelming rurality.

This variable takes the value

1

for all communes which

contain one of the 16 towns and cities found in Figure 4.1. A further two communes that border
one of these towns or cities are also coded as

1,

for a total of 18 of 143 communes. This dummy
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Rainfall across Rwanda
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Figure 4.10: Rainfall by Commune, mm/year

variable helps to distinguish between areas where I expect environmental scarcity to operate  in
rural, agriculturally subsistent regions  and those where I do not.
Drawing from data provided by Michigan State University's Rwanda Society-Environment Program, I also examine variables for rainfall (mm/year) and income by commune. Rainfall, much like
slope, has an ambiguous eect when drawing from the environmental conict literature. Specically,
rainfall contributes to soil degradation and erosion, particularly in hilly terrain, but is also essential
to the growth of many crops. Figure 4.10 provides a map of rainfall across Rwanda.
As Figure 4.10 indicates, rainfall is highest in the west of the country and lowest in its eastern
plains. The fact that rainfall is a continuous gradient raises the potential that it could mask west-east
spatial dependence, a fact I consider in Chapter 6 when building the regression models.
Finally, I investigate Michigan State Univeristy's data on income (Chaabane 1992a in Campbell
et al., 1994).

Although these data appear plausible for Rwanda  particularly given that they

correspond closely to agricultural production in rural Rwanda  I was unable to independently
verify their source.

Moreover, the unit of analysis used is not clearly stated (although Rwandan

francs per household again appears reasonable). Chapter 6 further weighs the costs and benets of
these data when building the regression models (see the section beginning on page 75).
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INCOME

108045 - 289925
289926 - 456468
456469 - 701716
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1226065 - 2010475

Jenks' natural breaks

Figure 4.11: Income by Commune
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Diusion Analysis
The previous chapter introduced the notion that the violence of the Rwandan genocide followed
varied spatiotemporal patterns. This chapter disaggregates the violence not by political motivation
or perpetrator identity (in the case of Rwanda see Davenport and Stam, 2009; Stam, 2009; generally
see Kalyvas, 2008), but by this spatiotemporal character. The purpose of such an eort is twofold.
First, disaggregating violence into its constituent diusion elements advances the understanding of
the

dynamics

of the violence

across

the country. The nding that hierarchical and contagious dif-

fusion occurred in dierent regions, for example, suggests that the character and causes of violence
substantively diered across the country. Second, disaggregating the violence into hierarchical and
contagious components permits the testing of the passive (Hp ) and active (Ha ) sub-hypotheses of
environmental conict, respectively (see Chapter 4). For example, scarcity-induced social degradation is expected to decrease a commune's resistance to outside violence (i.e. the contagious spread
of violence). Meanwhile, active scarcity-induced violence  whether driven by greed or grievance  is
expected to be an aspatial process, determined solely by underlying scarcity covariates. Specifying
the locations of the various forms of violence's diusion, permits these causal pathways from scarcity
to conict to be evaluated in Chapter 6's regression analysis. The next section provides a typology
of diusion processes and describes the spatio-temporal features of the genocide. It is followed by
a section detailing the method employed to detect diusion processes, a presentation of the results,
and a conclusion.
52
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A Typology of Diusion
Diusion processes enjoy a long history of study in geography, economics, sociology, epidemiology,
political science, and a host of other natural and social sciences (Cli et al., 1981, chapter 2). While
each discipline has studied a distinct set of phenomena  a myriad in geography (cf. Hägerstrand,
1967), market factors in economics (cf. Anselin, 1988), innovation and technology adoption in sociology (cf. Rogers, 2003), disease in epidemiology, war and democracy in political science (cf. Most
and Starr, 1980; Starr, 1991)  diusion can be broadly divided into two categories:

spatial,

or

contagious, diusion and non-spatial, or hierarchical, diusion (Cli et al., 1981, chapter 2).
Spatial, or contagious, diusion can be further divided into two processes, each of which can be
increasing or decreasing.

Contagious expansion

represents the spatial expansion of a phenomenon

without a change in intensity at its origin. The spread of an invasive plant species, which is introduced
at a specic point in space but thrives everywhere in its new environment, is an example of increasing
contagious expansion. The second type of contagious diusion is

contagious relocation,

wherein a

phenomenon increases (or decreases in the case of decreasing contagious relocation) around a point
of origin while decreasing (increasing) at the origin. A re spreading from a point of origin while
simultaneously extinguishing itself as it runs out of fuel exemplies increasing contagious relocation.
It should be noted that many phenomena exhibit both contagious expansion and relocation (cf. the
spread of El Tor cholera in Cli et al., 1981, p. 7). As such, a simplied model of spatial diusion
distinguishing only between increasing and decreasing contagious processes is useful in practice. The
lack of theory on the Rwandan genocide or environmental conict dierentiating between relocation
and expansion processes provides further reason to adopt this parsimonious approach  with the
exception of initial descriptive tables, I combine expansion and relocation processes throughout the
remainder of this chapter.
Non-spatial, or hierarchical, diusion can also be divided into two processes.

hierarchical diusion,

The rst,

global

describes the situation wherein a local (spatial) unit of analysis experiences

an increase or decrease while surrounding spatial units experience the same direction of change. In

isolated hierarchical diusion, meanwhile, the unit of analysis experiences a change while surrounding
units remain constant. Again, social scientic theory provides few distinctions between these two
processes, and I adopt a simplied model that attens these hierarchical diusion into an increasing
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and a decreasing variant.
The violence of the Rwandan genocide was not distributed randomly across the country. Indeed,
the global Moran's

I

statistic for the data, with deaths aggregated across time, is

a statistically signicant indicator (p

< 10−6 )

of spatial autocorrelation.

0.233,

which is

Global Moran's

I

val-

ues range from -1 (perfect dispersion) to 0 (complete spatial randomness) to +1 (perfect spatial
autocorrelation). Despite this spatial autocorrelation, casual visual inspection reveals that the violence did not spread uniformly from a center.

Rather, a complex mixture of contagious and

hierarchical increases and decreases appear to describe the spread of violence (see the animation at
www.genodynamics.com). These myriad diusion processes are neither stable over time nor space,
explicit criteria of many studies of diusion (cf. Cli et al., 1981, p. 36). Indeed, diusion during
the Rwandan genocide is neither single wave, such as the diusion of a single, unique technology,
nor multiple wave, such as the diusion of diseases and other repeating phenomena. This presents
a signicant challenge, as much of the existing literature examines the contours of a unique diusion
process (single wave) or a single diusion process repeated through time (multiple wave). The complex diusion processes visible in the Rwandan genocide, and other social phenomena, represent a
multi-single wave process, wherein a particular process or event (e.g.: homicide, drug cultivation,
insurgency, genocide) is constituted by numerous diusion processes, which are in turn the result
of complex social, political, economic, environmental, and technological factors.

This

variegated

diusion, unstable across space and time, is dicult to model using many of the methods pioneered
with more regular, natural phenomena.

Detecting Diusion
Measuring Local Instability
Spatial analysis techniques pioneered in geography and spatial econometrics provide relief when analyzing the instabilities in space found in violence of the Rwandan genocide.

Local indicators of

spatial instability, or LISA, measure the extent of signicant spatial clustering of similar values
around that [each] observation and sum to be proportional to a global indicator of spatial association (Anselin, 1995a, p. 94). These statistics are useful as both inferential and exploratory spatial
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data analysis (ESDA) tools.

This study proceeds by extending the Moran scatterplot, a related

cross-sectional method for displaying spatial units as
a value and

pairs

y

x, y

coordinates, where

x

is the local level of

1 These

is the level of that value in the neighboring spatial units.

local-neighborhood

form the basis of the method for detecting diusion processes described in the next section.

Local-Neighborhood Pairs, (L, N )
Following Cohen and Tita (1999), the preceding typology of diusion is operationalized by examining
the movement of each spatial unit's local-neighborhood pairs across time. In this case, the local value
is the number of deaths at time

i

in commune

j,

or

yij .

The neighborhood value,

Wyij ,

is the mean

weighted number of deaths in the neighboring spatial objects, or stated dierently the number of
deaths times a spatial weights matrix

yij .

lag of

W.

The neighborhood value could also be termed the spatial

W

The process of selecting an appropriate spatial weights matrix

is detailed on page 57.

2 to generate a local-

Both of these variables are then standardized across both time and space
neighborhood pair

(Lij , Nij ).

Plotting these local-neighborhood pairs yields a Moran scatterplot,

where the slope of the simple bivariate regression

N ∼L

is Moran's

I

3

(Anselin, 1993, p. 8).

Figure 5.1 on the next page plots the local-neighborhood pairs for deaths by commune-day. Each
commune appears once per day on the
each of its neighbors

Nij

L-axis and multiple times per day on the N -axis as a portion of

values. The rst quadrant (starting in the top-right and proceeding counter-

clockwise) holds communes with high local and high neighborhood
communes with low local and high neighborhood values
and neighborhood
values

ti
1

to

(H, L).

ti+1

(L, L)

(L, H),

(H, H)

values, the second holds

the third communes with low local

values, and the fourth communes with high local and low neighborhood

While assessing the signicance of the movements of local-neighborhood pairs from

is dicult because their distribution is unknown, Anselin (1995b, p.

39) recommends

The Moran scatterplot, while not itself a LISA, bears a special relationship to LISA statistics, specically
the

Gi and Ii

statistics. The bottom-left and top-right quadrants of the Moran scatterplot (see Figure 5.1)

contain observations with similar (below and above average, respectively) values in the unit of observation
and surrounding units. These correspond to negative and positive values of the

Gi

statistic, which detects

low- and high-value clusters. Both the bottom-left and top-right quadrants correspond to positive values
of the

Ii

statistic, which measures the similarity of local and neighboring values, while the bottom-right

and top-left quadrants correspond to negative values of

2

The values are standardized in the same manner as
across both

3

i

and

j

(i.e.

ȳ = (

P P
i

j

Ii

(Anselin, 1995a, pp. 105-6).

Z -scores: (yij − ȳ) /sy ,

where

ȳ

and

sy

are calculated

yij )/N ).

It is not appropriate, however, to measure signicance of Moran's
slope coecient of this bivariate regression (Anselin, 1993, p. 8).

I

by applying a standard

t-test

to the
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Figure 5.1: Moran Scatterplot of Deaths by Commune-Day with Circle at

L

and

N = 2σ ,

April

Combined

using the two-sigma rule to assess whether or not a given local-neighborhood pair
signicant outlier. For reference, a dotted circle or radius of

2

standard units (or

σ)

(Lij , Nij )

is a

is plotted over

the local-neighborhood pairs.

Diusion as Movement of (L, N ) Pairs
The movement of a given commune's local-neighborhood pair between
to

(Li+1,j , Ni+1,j ))

ti

and

ti+1

(i.e.

(Lij , Nij )

enables the characterization of the diusion process operating at that point in

space and time. Using the language of the

(L, L), (H, L), (L, H), and (H, H) quadrants of the Moran

scatterplot, contagious and hierarchical diusion processes can be understood as local-neighborhood
pairs' transitions between quadrants from

ti

to

ti+1 .

Table 5.1 on the following page presents the

possible state changes along with the associated diusion process, assuming the local unit is the
outcome of the diusion process. Local-neighborhood pairs that do not undergo a state change (e.g.

(L, L)

to

(L, L))

are deemed stationary, while those experiencing only neighborhood change (i.e.

(L, L)

to

(L, H))

are indicated with a dash, as they are not explainable in a framework where the
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(L, N )
LL

(L, N )

at

ti

LL

Stationary

HL

Isolated

LH
HH

at

ti+1

HL

∇

-

LH

Isolated

4

Stationary
Relocation

Global

∇

Relocation

4

-

HH

-

Global

∇

Stationary
Expansion

local unit is assumed to be the outcome of diusion.

Expansion

∇

Table 5.1: Diusion Processes Expressed as Transitions in

4

-

4

Stationary

(L, N )

Pairs

4

Cohen and Tita (1999) extend Anselin's guideline for determining the signicance of localneighborhood pair outliers by labeling pair movements signicant if the Euclidean distance between

(L, N ) points at ti

and ti+1 is greater than or equal to

2 standard units.

This measure of signicance

is used in the results section, although an additional metric for weighting these diusion processes
is also introduced.

Appropriate Spatial Weights (and Temporal Period)
An important, and often neglected, part of spatial and spatio-temporal modeling is the selection of
an appropriate weights matrix, which contains

a priori

assumptions about the spatial structure of

the relationships under investigation. All too often, empirical studies treat spatial (and sometimes
spatio-temporal) dependence in a supercial manner, ignoring the implications of weights matrix
selection for the nal results (Bhattacharjee and Jensen-Butler, 2006, p. 2). The diculty of making
this

a priori

selection is compounded when working with spatio-temporal data for three reasons.

First, the spatial weights must approximate the spatial structure of the true phenomenon

the temporal period of observation.

given

To return to a previous example, consider modeling the diusion

of a relocating forest re that is mapped as a binary variable (present in more than half of the
cell/absent) across a lattice of
is constant. If the re travels

1
1

by

1

km cells. Further assume that the rate of the re's movement

km/hour and data is available hourly, a simple queen -style rst-

5 If, however, the re travels at

order adjacency matrix is appropriate for measuring its spread.

2

km/hour and hourly data is used, a very dierent pattern would emerge with a rst-order weights

4

These changes should not be considered ignored, however, as changes in the neighborhood will be accounted
for when its constituent spatial units are themselves the objects of analysis (local units).

5

This assumes the possible direction of the re is isotropic, or equally likely across all possibilities. In the
case of a directional component to the re's spread, caused by factors such as slope or wind, an anisotropic
weights matrix would have to be constructed.
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matrix.
A scenario in which the re travels at
for a lattice of

1

by

1

< 1

km/hour and is again modeled using hourly data

km cells, demonstrates the second diculty in choosing spatial weights for

spatio-temporal processes. Despite traveling at a constant rate, the re would appear to expand,
halt, and expand again. This latter example aptly demonstrates the third diculty  the researcher
faces data limitations in two dimensions, space and time. Otherwise appropriate spatial weights and
temporal periods can be useless if the data are unavailable at a suitable level across both space and
time (as in the forest re example).
In light of these diculties, a rst-order adjacency matrix is chosen for
period is specied to be one day.

W,

while the temporal

This specication is made for three reasons.

First, qualitative

6 or otherwise local nature of the killings (Davenport and Stam,

accounts describe the cell-by-cell

2003; Straus, 2004). This suggests that when violence spread from commune to commune, it was
likely to spread only to adjacent communes over a short period of time. Indeed, Straus comments
on the local character of the violence, noting that while both residential and mobile killing took
place, the mobile perpetrators moved neither long distances nor with particular speed (2004, p.
89). Examination of time-series animations of the violence conrms that clusters spread one to two
communes per day, conrming the appropriateness of a rst-order adjacency matrix and one day
serial interval. Second, a goal of this study is to examine disaggregated levels of violence, in the vein
of recent works in quantitative conict studies (Buhaug and Lujala, 2005; Buhaug and Rød, 2006).
As such, the bias is towards preserving smaller spatial units, and thus more potentially explainable
variation in the levels of violence. Finally, data limitations prohibit examination of diusion below
this scale, either spatially or temporally.

Results
I rst examine the distribution of commune-days' local-neighborhood levels of violence across the
Moran scatterplot (Figure 5.1 on page 56) and their signicance, following the  2-σ  rule. Table
5.2 shows the number of

(L, L), (H, L), (L, H), and (H, H) pairs aggregated across time, the number

of signicant local-neighborhood pairs, and the percent signicant of each type. This table oers

6

A sub-commune administrative unit approximately equivalent to a village.
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Deaths in Local-Neighbor Pairs
Count of all communes (percent of
total)
Count of “significant” communes
(percent of total)
Percent “significant” of total

LL

HL

LH

HH

3374 (85.4%)

113 (2.9%)

411 (10.4%)

54 (1.4%)

0 (0%)

36 (1.0%)

112 (2.8%)

32 (1.0%)

0%

31.9%

27.2%

59.3%

Table 5.2: Total Number of Signicant Outlier Communes at

a descriptive picture of commune-day violence in
of the

2-σ

quasi-signicance circle, despite

85%

(L, N )

Month of April Combined

space. Notably,

(L, N )

of all

ti ,

pairs being

0 (L, L)
(L, L).

pairs fall outside

This is due to the

fact that the distribution of deaths is a highly zero-inated count distribution. Indeed, the standard
deviation of the number of deaths in the sample is

2169,

while mean is only

standard deviation of spatially-lagged (neighborhood) deaths is

1006,

characteristic of the data is also visible in the percentage of signicant

(L, N )

pair

(H, H)

(L, N )

246.7

pairs  nearly

This

60%

of

2 standard deviations

(0, 0).

Table 5.3 displays the number of quasi-signicant
tionary

Similarly, the

while the mean is

observations with above-average local and neighborhood values are more than
from mean

250.

pairs from

ti

to

ti+1 ,

the percent of

(L, N )

(L, N )

pair movements, the number of sta-

pairs remaining stationary, and the total

number of transitions from and to each of the four possible states.

Table on the following page,

like the previous table, is presented in order to provide a comprehensive picture of the transitions
of

(L, N )

pairs throughout the study period of April 1994. In the remainder of the analysis, I focus

my attention exclusively on hierarchical and contagious diusion increases. These measures are the
most readily interpretable in the context of the genocide (cf. Straus, 2004, 2008) and provide the
dependent variables employed in testing the sub-hypotheses
I next reclassify local-neighborhood transitions as

Hp

and

Ha

in Chapter 6.

diusion transitions

(recall Table 5.1). Table

5.4 shows the aggregated positive diusion transitions for the sample period. In this table, I present
the

7

weighted

diusion transitions, which are all diusion transitions of a given type weighted by

The lower standard deviation for the spatially-lagged variable is the result of the spatial weighting process,
which averages individual communes' values across the row-standardized weights matrix of (an average of

5.2)

neighbors. Describing the neighborhood value as a spatial moving average (rather than drawing the

analogy to a lag in the sense of a time series), illustrates this smoothing eect.
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Local-Neighbor Pairs
at Time t
LL
HL
LH
HH
Total
Total Excluding
Stationary Diagonals

“Significant” Changes in
Local-Neighbor Pairs to t +1
& Stationary Diagonals (Gray)
LL
HL
LH
HH

Changes
Not
Significant
at t+1

Percent
Stationary
from t to t+ 1

Total

3145
17
57
15
3234

19
37
12
5
73

53
13
208
9
283

10
4
11
12
37

154
40
118
13
325

3381
111
406
54
3952

89

36

75

25

325

550

Total Excluding
Stationary
Diagonals

93.0%
33.3%
51.2%
22.2%
86.1%
-

236
74
198
42
550
-

Table 5.3: Changes in Local-Neighbor Pairs, Month of April Combined

their length in local-neighborhood Cartesian space. Counts of all, signicant, and non-signicant
hierarchical and contagious diusion transitions are presented in the second, fourth, and sixth rows,
respectively. The average weights (i.e. Euclidean distances in

(L, N ) space) for all, signicant,

and

non-signicant diusion transitions are presented in the third, fth, and seventh rows, respectively.
Several interesting ndings emerge from Table 5.4. First, the majority of total diusion increases
over the course of the genocide  expressed both as total weighted distance in
a simple count  are hierarchical increases
on average

20%

(≈ 60%).

larger than contagious increases.

(L, N )

space and as

Indeed, signicant hierarchical increases are

However, the average weight of all hierarchical

increases is smaller than that of all contagious increases. Thus, large, i.e. signicant, hierarchical
increases have greater magnitudes than their contagious counterparts and hierarchical increases
account for more of the Rwandan genocide's violence.

However, there are more small, i.e.

non-

signicant, hierarchical increases than small contagious increases.
These metrics reveal that the largest killings tended to appear in spatial isolation, while mediumscale killings tended to be contagious and small-scale killings were on balance hierarchical. In the
context of Rwanda, these ndings support narratives focusing on a number of dierent models
of violence.

The contagious violence initiated by mobile perpetrators appears overshadowed only

by large-scale massacres  inherently hierarchical given that their victims had gathered (or been
forcefully amassed) from surrounding areas that were left empty, and thus violence-free. Random
small-scale violence, meanwhile, was largely constrained to the local level, and thus hierarchical. This
last nding challenges the notion that small-scale violence spread as the country entered anarchy
and supports Straus' hypothesis that low-level residential violence occurred amidst medium- and
large-scale killings carried out by mobile perpetrators (2004, p. 89).

CHAPTER 5.

Total Weighted Distance
(in L,N space)

Total Count
(all instances)

Average Weight
(of all instances)

Count "Significiant"
(instances >= 2-Sigma)

Average "Significant" Weight
(of instances >= 2-Sigma)

Count "Non-Significiant"
(instances < 2-Sigma)

Average "Non-Significant" Weight
(of instances < 2-Sigma)

Table 5.4:
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Hierarchical
Increase

Contagious
Increases

All
Increases

219.12

161.53

380.65

60

41

101

3.65

3.94

3.77

28

24

52

7.24

6.05

6.69

32

17

49

0.51

0.95

0.66

Count of Signicant Diusion Transitions, All Transitions Weighted by Magnitude,

Average Weight of Signicant Transitions, and Average Weight of All Transitions, Month of April
Combined

It is dicult to draw further inferences from Table 5.4. This is due to the fact that the diusion
transitions it presents are aggregated across the study period.
levels of violence and diusion transitions across time.

Figure 5.2 shows the countrywide

For the sake of readability only April is

displayed, although little data is lost given that this period encompasses

93%

of the total violence.

Beginning with deaths, the black line plots the total number of deaths across time (the x-axis), while
the purple line plots the cumulative number of deaths (for deaths see the scale on the left y-axis).
Each of the days of April is separated by a faint gray line and is further divided into two columns.
The left column presents the weighted daily hierarchical increase (above the x-axis) and decrease
(below the x-axis) as bars of varying heights. Weighted hierarchical increases are displayed in blue,
while decreases are displayed in dark blue. The right column holds the weighted daily contagious
increase (above the x-axis) and decrease (below the x-axis). Contagious increases are displayed in
red, while contagious decreases are displayed in dark red. The units of both sets of these bars are
weighted Euclidean distances in

(L, N )

space (the same units as in Table 5.4). A scale bar for these

diusion distances is presented on the right y-axis. As noted in the above typology, investigations
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of diusion can be complicated by the simultaneous occurrence of multiple types (Cli et al., 1981)
 Figure 5.2 permits an examination of the grouping of these diusion processes.
Figure 5.2 reveals several noteworthy observations. First, the diusion increases and decreases
(of any type) follow the peaks and drops in the levels of violence.

This quality, while expected,

indicates that the method employed successfully captures the variation in the data, despite only
noting transitions across the local and neighborhood mean.
Second, the largest increases (on April 15th and 19th) are hierarchical. This is consistent with
the above discussion accompanying Table 5.4  namely the breakdown of the violence into large
hierarchical increases, medium contagious increases, and small hierarchical increases holds when the
diusion transitions are presented across time. Indeed, both Table 5.4 and Figure 5.2 suggest that
these distinct diusion transitions correspond to the three widely observed types of killing during
the genocide  large-scale massacres at gathering sites (cf. Des Forges, 1999; Stam, 2009), mobile,
militia-led killings (cf. Straus, 2004), and low-level communal violence (André and Platteau, 1998;
Verwimp, 2004, 2005).
Finally, Figure 5.2 reveals an interesting insight into the pattern of the violence across time.
Specically, it shows that both hierarchical and contagious violence existed until the large hierarchical spike on April 15, at which point the violence ebbed until another large hierarchical increase
on April 19. Beginning April 20, large contagious and hierarchical increases continued until April
25, when new violent incidents appear to cease (and over
the

GenoDynamics

90%

of the violence is accounted for in

data). Such temporal variability in both violence and the manner of violence's

spread highlights the importance of temporally-cognizant research designs and suggests several opportunities for future research.
Following Figure 5.2's temporal disaggregation of the diusion processes occurring through the
genocide, Figure 5.3 spatially disaggregates the diusion processes by mapping them onto the communes of Rwanda.

It displays the signicant diusion processes from

ti

to

ti+1 ,

displayed as a

colored outline for aected each commune, in the context of the absolute levels of violence at
Unfortunately, spatial display of all the dates is dicult.

8 Figure 5.3 maps the above example of

signicant hierarchical increase and contagious decrease for April 15-17th.

8

Animations have the problem of not allowing simultaneous comparison across time, because each time

i

is a unique frame. Small multiples, meanwhile, are problematic given the large number of time periods
(26) in this example.

ti+1 .

Deaths
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Figure 5.2: Diusion Process (Weighted) and Deaths over Time
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ti+1

and the diusion processes for

ti

to

provides three insights. First, it highlights the most signicant changes in the data across time

and space. The importance of this illuminating quality cannot be overstated  it is tremendously
dicult to detect these locations through purely graphical display.

The sheer magnitude of the

data set (3952 commune-days in April alone) and its multi-dimensionality (across time and space)
make it an archetypal example of the complex quantitative information that has long troubled those
concerned with excellent graphical display (cf. Tufte, 2001).
Second, mapping the diusion processes lends further support to hypotheses linking them to
certain dynamics of the genocide.

In particular, the large magnitude of the isolated hierarchical

increases occurring on April 15th, noted above and shown in Figure 5.2, appears vividly in southern
Rwanda on the center panel of Figure 5.3. Additionally, a contagious decrease occurs in those same
communes on April 16th  indicating that from April 14 - 16, the two communes in question, Maraba
and Nyakizu, experienced a sudden explosion of violence followed by total decline. Above, it was
hypothesized that large daily hierarchical increases might correspond to massacres or other singleday large-scale killings. Indeed, journalistic and human rights accounts conrm this hypothesis for
the case mapped in Figure 5.3  the infamous Cyahinda church massacre occurred in Nyakizu on
April 15 (Bonner, 1994; Des Forges, 1999).
Finally, Figure 5.3 indicates the potential for dierentiating between

where

hierarchical and

contagious increases occurred.
In eect, this allows for a mapping of the communes where violence originated independently,
and those to where it spread through a contagious mechanism. Figure 5.4 below maps the weighted
magnitude of all hierarchical increases in the left panel and all contagious increases in the right
panel. Notably, contagious increases are restricted to a much smaller spatial extent than hierarchical increases. Returning to the maps presented in the second half of Chapter 4 reveals a number of
possible explanations for the intensity of contagious violence in eastern and southeastern Rwanda.
One relationship in particular stands out. Specically, an examination of the map of ethnic breakdown (Figure 4.4) reveals that contagious diusion occurred with particular frequency around Butare
and Kigali, the two regions with highest percentage of Tutsis in the country. That contagious diffusion increases occurred primarily in areas with many Tutsis, while hierarchical violence occurred
over a greater spatial extent, suggests that a disproportionate share of (or disproportionately vio-
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Weighted Hierachical Diffusion, Month of April Combined
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Figure 5.4: Aggregate Weighted Hierarchical and Contagious Increases, Month of April Combined

lent) contagious actors, e.g. mobile militias, initiated killings in highly Tutsi-populated areas. The
strength of this relationship and the eects of other covariates are tested in the subsequent chapter's
regression analysis.

Discussion
Analyzing the patterns of diusion during the Rwandan genocide yields two principal ndings.
First, maps of the diusion processes (Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4) reveal that both hierarchical as
well as contagious diusion processes took place during the genocide. While few would dispute this
observation, the large degree of variation highlights the mutual presence, and co-dependence, of
these processes. This nding problematizes accounts that describe the momentum of the violence
or liken its spread to a disease, as such accounts imply simple cases of contagious diusion from a
single or several origins.
Second, this analysis nds a signicant dierence in the locations of hierarchical and contagious
increases (Figure 5.4). That these two types of increases were not uniformly distributed across the
country indicates that either there are key structural dierences between the regions experiencing
contagious increases and those not, or that the movement of the RPF from the country's northeast
signicantly halted the spatial diusion of the violence within its occupied zone of control (on the re-
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lationship between zones of control and violence see Kalyvas and Kocher, 2009). These explanations
are explored in greater detail in the regression chapter and conclusion. In particular, contagious diffusion increases appear greatest around the capital and the city of Butare in the south, two heavily
Tutsi areas.

Chapter 6

Regression Analysis
In this chapter, I examine

H1 , Ha ,

and

Hp

in a regression framework. Regression analysis provides

three benets that are particularly important to environmental conict analyses. First, its ability
to evaluate the eect of variables

ceteris paribus

is a critical quality in the context of environmen-

tal conict research, which seeks to understand links between complex human-ecological-political
systems and violence. Second, regression allows researchers to determine the relative strength, in
addition to the direction, of the eects of variables-of-interest. This is especially important when
comparing environmental and demographic factors to economic and political variables, the latter two
having been consistently found to be more important determinants of conict (for a large-N example
see Hauge and Ellingsen, 1998; for a pertinent qualitative example see Percival and Homer-Dixon,
1996). In light of growing recognition of the environmental-conict hypothesis among policy-makers
(Canter and Ndegwa, 2002, p. 41), such relative measurement facilitates the devotion of appropriate
time and resources to environmental scarcity as an issue among many.
Finally, the ability to relate variables across regression models permits the development of a more
nuanced picture of environmental scarcity as specied across

H1 , Ha ,

and

Hp .

Comparing models

that explore dierent causal processes may reveal details that remain observationally equivalent
under alternative research designs. For example, one might hypothesize that food insecurity greatly
increases the propensity for active active violence (Ha ), which is a deprivation-motivated process,
while having little eect on community ties, and thus
68

Hp .

Such hypotheses are dicult to test
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without quantiable metrics such as regression parameter estimates.

Dependent Variable Selection
As outlined in Chapter 4, I examine three dependent variables in order to test
test

H1

H1 , Ha ,

and

Hp .

I

by estimating the eects of a suite of environmental scarcity (in the presence of a number

of socio-political controls) on aggregate deaths by commune (Y ) using a multivariate regression
model. I test

Ha

in a similar regression framework, albeit with positive hierarchical diusion (Dh )

1

as the dependent variable.

Hp

is examined with positive contagious diusion (Dc ) as the dependent

variable.
All three of these dependent variables share a number of statistical diculties.

First, deaths

are a non-normally distributed variable as they represent counts of a rare event and are bounded
below at

0.

As dened in Chapter 5, contagious and hierarchical diusion increases are similarly

{Dc , Dh } ≥ 0,

constrained, e.g.

although they take a continuous range of positive values.

Non-

normal variables can result in biased standard error estimates in classical regression. In addition
to this non-normal character, all three variables are zero-inated. Specically,
experienced no violence over the course of the genocide, while
hierarchical diusion values are

0,

111

and

91

of

21

of

143

143

communes

contagious and

respectively. Finally, the untransformed violence data, and thus

the derivative diusion variables, has a variance many orders of magnitude greater than its mean,

2

violating the central condition of a Poisson distribution.

In light of these restrictions, I explore a number of aspatial generalized linear models (GLM)
with the aggregate violence data (Y ) as the dependent variable in order to select an appropriate
initial model. In results not shown here, I nd that both quasi-Poisson (aka overdispersed) models
and overdispersed negative binomial models underperform classical linear regression with logged

1

This variable's units are not directly interpretable 

Dh

is expressed as the sum over time of all distances in

(L, N )

Cartesian space from ti to ti+1 that are dened as hierarchical increases. For additional discussion
see page 56. Dc is expressed in the same terms, albeit for contagious diusion.

2

By denition, a distribution
commune, or

ȳ ,

is

7436,

Pois(λi )

λi and variance λi . The mean of aggregate deaths by
s2 , is 1.7 million (indeed, the standard deviation itself is
deaths improves the situation  ȳ = 5.7 and s2 = 14.5  but

has mean

while the variance, or

nearly double the mean). Taking the log of

still presents signicant overdispersion and transforms the data into a non-count, rendering Poisson and
related methods inapplicable.
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3 These ndings hold under a number of model specications. In

deaths as the dependent variable.

particular, plots of the residuals of quasi-Poisson and overdispersed negative binomial models reveal
markedly greater heteroskedasticity than the plots of the classical models. The Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) scores for these overdispersed models are also higher (worse).

4 The basic

As such, I proceed with classical linear regression and logged dependent variables.
model adopts the following form:

log(Y ) ∼ Xβ + 

(6.1)

Retaining a classical linear model also permits the direct comparison of aspatial model specications, generalized above, with a spatial lag model (cf.

Ward and Gleditsch, 2008):

log(Y ) ∼ Xβ + ρWy + 

(6.2)

Such comparability is particularly important given my specication of
on

V

(see Chapter 4). For example, in order to test

Hp ,

Ha

and

Hp

as conditional

which postulates passive scarcity-induced

conict, I estimate the eects of environmental covariates on hierarchical diusion. This estimation
requires an explicitly aspatial framework as hierarchical increases are
 any contiguity is an artifact of aggregation across time.
which test
of

ρ

inherently spatial

by denition

However, comparing

spatially isolated

Hp

to

Ha

or

H1 ,

processes (see Assumptions 1 and 2 on page 36), requires the estimation

as in the general model specied above in Equation 6.2. In future analyses, more sophisticated

methods expressly designed to incorporate spatial and temporal variation might facilitate better
model t and estimates more robust to these data strictures.

Independent Variable Selection
Drawing causal inferences about ecological-political systems is a notoriously dicult exercise (cf.
Homer-Dixon, 1996, p.

3

132).

The Rwandan genocide's sheer magnitude, and consequent near-

For a discussion of the dierences between quasi-Poisson and negative binomial models see Ver Hoef and
Boveng (2007).

4

I add 1 to the dependent variables before logging because of the

0s

in the data.
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incomprehensibility on both registers of emotion and logic, presents a particularly challenging web
of ecological-political interactions.

The myriad approaches and perspectives that scholars have

leveraged to understand the violence are formidable testaments to its depth and complexity.
A critical step towards the eventual drawing of causal inferences is the characterization of the violence's associations with a range of explanatory variables. In this section, I present the environmental
covariates that I employ to test my three hypotheses and then introduce a series of socio-economicpolitical controls that, while not germane to my hypotheses

per se, are key components of this work's

quantitative siting of the genocide.

5 Additional

I briey introduce each variable and hypothesize its direction and relative strength.

description of the data sources employed, including maps of the key variables, can be found in the
second half of Chapter 4. All continuous variables are scaled by subtracting their mean and dividing
by two standard deviations, following Gelman (2007; Gelman and Hill, 2007). Thus, the magnitude
of regression coecients can be interpreted as the eect of changing the value of the variable by one

6 The dummy variables presented are coded as 0 or 1, rather than scaled in this

standard deviation.

fashion. Finally, I refer to all variables as they appear in the regression results and introduce them
in the same order by which I build the nal models.

Environmental Scarcity Covariates
I examine a number of covariates that have been attributed to environmental conict in the literature.
All of these variables are measured at the commune-level.
Beginning with demographic factors, I include data from the 1991 national census on the total
population, population density, and annual population growth.
order to match the scale of the dependent variables.

LOGPOP91z

I take the log of population in
is the naturally logged population

of each commune standardized by subtracting its mean and dividing by two standard deviations.

POPDEN91z
5

km2 ,

while

PGR7891z

is the standardized annual

For the sake of brevity, I hypothesize each variable's strength and direction for the general hypothesis
not for

6

is the standardized population per

H1 , Hp ,

and

H1 ,

Ha .

Two of the independent variables employed are logged before being added to the models below. These
variables are scaled after the log has been taken, facilitating comparison with unlogged variables that are
not inherently logarithmic (Gelman, 2007, p. 6-7).
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7 I expect LOGPOP91z to have a large positive coecient

percent population growth from 1978 to 1991.
as the

possibility

of killings is proportional to the number of potential victims. Following Tir and

Diehl (1998), I expect

POPDEN91z to have a positive coecient, albeit of a relatively small magnitude.

In particular, I expect the eects of

POPDEN91z, a form of demand-induced scarcity, to diminish with

the introduction of factors associated with supply-induced scarcity, such as agricultural yield data.
Alternatively,

POPDEN91z

could proxy the accessibility of victims to perpetrators.

predict a signicant positive coecient. Finally, I expect

PGR7891z

In this case, I

to have a positive coecient,

LOGPOP91z (r = 0.63)

though its eect may be dicult to evaluate given its strong correlation with

8

(for a review of the dangers of rapid population growth see Goldstone, 2002).

Turning to measures of supply-induced scarcity, I introduce two geographic variables and four
agricultural variables. First,

SLOPE_SDz

is the scaled (as above) standard deviation of the slopes,

expressed in degrees, within a given commune. This variable was generated using GIS software and
90-meter elevation data as is used as a proxy for terrain roughness.

I predict that rough terrain

inhibits the movement of violent perpetrators and facilitates refuge-seeking, thereby decreasing the
risk of violence. This argument is supported by a substantial quantitative literature that nds an
increased probability of insurgency in protective mountainous regions (cf.

Fearon and Laitin, 2003;

Collier and Hoeer, 2004).
Next, I include a scaled variable for annual millimeters of rainfall,

RAINz,

which possesses a

spatially continuous pattern with high values in the west and lower values in the east (see Figure 4.10
on page 50).

I predict rainfall to have a negative eect on violence as rains generally benet

agriculture and, by

H1 , Hp ,

and

Ha ,

correspondingly decrease communities' susceptibility to and

individuals' motivations for violence.
The most general of the four agricultural variables I introduce is

7

The national census prior to that of 1991 was conducted in 1978.

KCALz,

a standardized measure

Notably, a number of sources fore-

cast population growth from 1991 to 1994 as roughly equivalent to the rate from 1978 to 1991 (Central
Intelligence Agency, 1993; Gasana, 2002).

8

Despite the high degree of correlation between the two variables, I leave both in on the way towards
building a maximal model and remove

PGR7891z

from a limited model. Further details are provided in the

text on page 75 and in Table 6.1 on page 76. Intermittently removing
in Table 6.1 on page 76 does not have a large eect on either

PGR7891z from the models described
LOGPOP91z or POPDEN91z, indicating that

multicollinearity is not a serious problem in the specications including all three demographic variables.
Finally, it should be noted that the high correlation coecient between

LOGPOP91z and PGR7891z likely has

its roots in Rwanda's relatively even population distribution in 1978 (Service National de Recensement,
Ministère du Plan, 1994).

Indeed, the variation between commune populations increased greatly from

1978-1991. Under such conditions, those areas most able to support additional population, i.e. high total
population numbers, experienced the highest growth rates via both high birth rates and internal migration.
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9 I hypothesize that

of the number of kilocalories of food produced per capita within a commune.

KCALz has a negative coecient  above-average agricultural production and wealth should diminish
the opportunities for grievances and intra-community strife. Alternatively, communes with aboveaverage

KCALz

may be communes with a greater number of large landholders and thus signicant

land inequality (see André and Platteau, 1998, p.

11).

In this case, I predict

KCALz

to have a

positive coecient, as land inequality can foster signicant intra-community tensions.

Similarly,

I predict that the next three variables  the standardized number of cows per commune
standardized amount of coee produced
working in agriculture

PCT_AGz

COFPRODz,

COWSz,

and standardized percent of the labor force

 have negative coecients. However, I also expect the eects of

these variables to be weaker than the demographic variables, particularly controlling for

KCALz.

Additional Control Variables
In addition to the above variables-of-interest, I include a number of independent variables as controls.
First, and most importantly, I include the variable

PTUTSIz,

which is the standardized percentage

of the population identifying as Tutsi. Importantly, this variable is only available at the prefecture
level  I assume even distribution of ethnic groups throughout the communes constituting a given
prefecture. I expect

PTUTSIz

to have a large positive coecient given that Tutsis were the primary

targets of the genocide.
Next, I turn to two variables measuring territorial control and the location of the conict (for a
discussion of zones of control see Kalyvas, 2008; Kalyvas and Kocher, 2009). Due to the choice to
employ a purely spatial versus spatio-temporal model here, troop control and battlefront location
are aggregated across time. The result is a metric that retains the information about
were arrayed, but loses information about precisely
positions to the

when

and

where

when.

Consequently, relating the

of violence (disaggregated by time) is imprecise.

where

where

forces

of troop

The eects of

these control variables will thus fall short of their expected magnitudes considering theory alone.
First,

OCCPERz

measures the length of RPF control of a given commune during the conict.

As RPF troops only gained territory during the period of study,

OCCPERz

can alternatively be

interpreted as a measure of how quickly the RPF reached a given commune, i.e.

9

1 − OCCPERz =

For a detailed accounting of how this variable is calculated see the preface of the 1987 agricultural census
(Ministère de l'Agriculture de l'Elevage et des Forêts, 1989).
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SPEED OF RPF CAPTURE.

I hypothesize that

OCCPERz will have a negative coecient given that the bal-

ance of killing was against Tutsis (for a discussion of killings perpetrated by the RPF see Reyntjens,
1996; Des Forges, 1999; Kuperman, 2004; Davenport and Stam, 2009). While interacting
with

OCCPERz

PTUTSIz might reveal the RPF's dual violence-initiating and violence-preventing roles,

interaction is dicult given
occupation in

FRONT_Lz

such an

PTUTSIz homogeneity within prefectures and the poor summary of RPF

OCCPERz.
measures the total amount of time that the battlefront between the Rwandan Armed

Forces (FAR) and the RPF occupied a given commune. Given the violent nature of this space of
contest, I expect

FRONT_Lz

will have a larger eect than

to have a positive coecient. Furthermore, I predict that

OCCPERz

FRONT_Lz

because its implementation here is more closely linked to the

concept of violence. Indeed, while battlefronts are inherently violent across time, RPF suppression
of violence is conditional on two elements: 1) occupation occurring at a time period when there is
violence to be suppressed; and 2) a RPF (political) decision to halt the killing.
Next, I add two dummy variables to the analysis in order to control for broad dierences in
violence dynamics across the country. The dummy variable
from the remainder of the country.

CAPITAL

distinguishes the city of Kigali

Second, I add a dummy variable

URBAN

in order to separate

cities and towns from the rural countryside where 90% of Rwandans lived.

The

18

bordering or surrounding towns and cities in Rwanda have been assigned a value of
Although a larger number of people live in
a negative coecient as

URBAN

URBAN communes than elsewhere,

I expect

1

communes
for

URBAN.

URBAN to have

communities are more likely to receive information regarding escape

opportunities and have better access to transportation networks via which to ee.
In addition to the above ethnic, military, and location variables, I include

LOGINCOMEz,

which

is rescaled, naturally logged, income. Although micro-level scholars have noted that the rich and
educated disproportionately participated in the genocide (and were also disproportionately victims
of the violence), this narrative of wealth to woe translates poorly to a commune level of analysis
(for a discussion of this problem in environmental conict research see Gleditsch, 1998, p.

394-

5). Indeed, neither the Rwandan genocide scholarship nor conict studies generally hypothesize a
positive relationship between (primarily agricultural) wealth and conict. However, reframing the
wealth-conict link of the micro-level literature as an inequality-conict link appears reasonable

prima facie.

As such, I hypothesize that

LOGINCOMEz,

as a measure of inequality, has a positive
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10

coecient.

Finally, I consider the religious make up of a commune as a determinant of the level of violence
experienced during the genocide. As with the data on ethnicity, these religious variables are only
available at the prefecture-level. Nonetheless, I choose to include the variable

PCT_PROTz,

which

measures the percentage of the population in a given prefecture that practices a Protestant faith. In
light of the literature on the role of the Catholic Church in the Rwandan genocide and Protestant
resistance (for a brief synopsis see Longman, 2004, p. 35), I hypothesize that

PCT_PROTz

will have

a negative, albeit small, coecient.

Model Specication
I now iteratively build a regression model, beginning with

PTUTSIz

as the rst independent variable

and then adding the demand- and supply-induced environmental scarcity variables, i.e. demographic
and environmental/agricultural factors.

This facilitates an examination of the robustness of the

above environmental conict hypotheses while adding covariates. After including the scarcity covariates, I add troop control variables and the remaining socio-political-location variables. Table 6.1
on the next page details this process.
Beginning with the classic regression model of the form specied in Equation 6.1, I perform a
simple bivariate regression with
ingly,

PTUTSIz

PTUTSIz

as the only predictor other than the intercept. Unsurpris-

is positive and statistically signicant in this rst model (Model 1, or M1). Indeed,

PTUTSIz is statistically signicant in all of the models presented in Table 6.1 at the level of p<0.001.
Next, I add the demographic variables in Models 2 through 4 (M2 to M4).

LOGPOP91z

As predicted,

is positive and statistically signicant, with an eect that only increases as the addi-

tional demographic covariates are added. Neither
icant, however. I explore the removal of

POPDEN91z

PGR7891z,

nor

PGR7891z

are statistically signif-

which is highly correlated with

LOGPOP91z,

in

Model 12 (M12).
Model 5 (M5) introduces the troop controls

10

OCCPERz and FRONT_Lz.

Contrary to the above pre-

Although measures of income inequality are not readily available for pre-genocide Rwanda at the subnational scale, a strong correlation between income and inequality is plausible given that over 90% of
Rwanda's population was rural in 1994, i.e.
(Gasana, 2002, p. 223).

wealth beyond subsistence means is highly concentrated

M9
6.01
(0.24)

5.97
(0.24)

M10

0.525
-335

0.543
-331

0.542
-334

0.523
-337

Standard errors in parentheses.

◦

p < 0.10, ? p < 0.05,

??

p < 0.01,

???

p < 0.001.

Table 6.1: Model Selection, Dependent Variable is Logged Aggregate Deaths by Commune

0.547
-330

1.28 *
(0.55)

-0.47
(0.80)

-0.33
(0.81)

-0.16
(0.64)

-1.20 º
(0.70)

~
-328

0.518
-336

-1.27 *
(0.53)

1.21 *
(0.52)

-1.86 *
(0.75)

Adjusted R-sq.
Loglikelihood

-0.41
(0.86)

-0.25
(0.68)

-1.63 *
(0.74)

0.21
0.062
0.507
-338

-0.19
(0.68)

-1.33 º
(0.75)

RHO
Rho p-Value

PCT_PROTz

LOGINCOMEz

0.504
-339

-0.96
(0.65)

2.70 *
(1.08)

-1.39 º
(0.81)

RAINz

KCALz

0.458
-347

-0.84
(0.61)

2.38 *
(1.10)

-0.91
(0.82)

0.83
(0.65)

1.21 *
(0.62)

0.424
-356

1.89 º
(1.05)

-0.54
(0.85)

-0.60
(0.86)

0.18
(0.68)

0.27
(0.63)

-1.42 º
(0.75)

-10.59 **
(4.62)

-0.81
(0.57)

SLOPE_SDz

-1.73 *
(0.76)

-13.92 **
(4.74)

-1.79 *
(0.76)

-9.97 *
(4.32)

-1.73 *
(0.77)

-12.89 *** -11.23 **
(4.84)
(4.94)

0.63
(0.48)

0.23
(0.73)

-0.47
(0.59)

1.17
(0.76)

-1.70 *
(0.77)

-12.29 **
(4.93)

1.36 **
(0.48)

1.29 *
(0.62)

2.12 **
(0.74)

1.40 º
(0.76)

URBAN

0.83 º
(0.45)

1.15
(0.74)

S2
4.45
(0.64)

S3
4.25
(0.63)

~
-331

0.26
0.014

-1.34 **
(0.50)

0.85 º
(0.50)

-1.41 *
(0.70)

-9.21 *
(4.10)

0.72 º
(0.42)

1.02
(0.70)

~
-332

0.30
0.004

0.81
(0.53)

-1.55 *
(0.70)

-12.48 ***
(4.45)

1.15 *
(0.45)

1.12 º
(0.58)

1.79 **
(0.70)

2.05 ***
2.09 ***
(0.51)
(0.52)

5.24 ***
4.72 ***
4.67 ***
(0.86)
(0.68)
(0.71)

-12.89 **
(4.94)

0.63
(0.52)

0.12
(0.78)

-0.51
(0.63)

1.26
(0.81)

S1
4.75
(0.67)

-16.52 *** -14.95 **
(4.78)
(4.89)

0.80
(0.51)

0.48
(0.75)

-0.60
(0.63)

1.73 *
(0.75)

2.40 ***
(0.55)

6.08 ***
(0.58)

6.04
(0.24)

M13

CAPITAL

1.12 *
(0.50)

0.53
(0.76)

-0.68
(0.64)

1.89 *
(0.76)

2.31 ***
(0.54)

5.98
(0.24)

M12

1.32 **
(0.49)

1.28 *
(0.63)

-0.43
(0.63)

1.98 **
(0.77)

1.34 º
(0.81)

5.95
(0.24)

M11

1.35 **
(0.49)

0.423
-353

1.44 **
(0.49)

1.41 **
(0.51)

FRONT_Lz

0.424
-353

1.92 ***
1.69 **
(0.58)
(0.59)

1.47 *
(0.58)

OCCPERz

-0.33
(0.64)

1.81 *
(0.77)

-0.22
(0.63)

1.93 *
(0.77)

-0.83
(0.64)

-0.40
(0.51)
-0.72
(0.65)

PGR7891z

POPDEN91z

M8
5.79
(0.22)

2.00 ***
2.11 ***
2.55 ***
2.48 ***
2.94 ***
2.70 ***
2.54 ***
2.53 ***
1.22
(0.49)
(0.51)
(0.65)
(0.63)
(0.62)
(0.64)
(0.64)
(0.63)
(0.81)
-0.35
(0.50)

0.362
-361

M7
5.81
(0.23)

-0.39
(0.50)

LOGPOP91z

M6
5.82
(0.23)

4.61 ***
4.98 ***
5.02 ***
4.89 ***
5.68 ***
6.41 ***
5.82 ***
5.83 ***
5.43 ***
6.10 ***
6.18 ***
5.96 ***
(0.51)
(0.49)
(0.50)
(0.51)
(0.56)
(0.58)
(0.71)
(0.70)
(0.74)
(0.77)
(0.77)
(0.50)

M5
5.70
(0.23)

PTUTSIz

M4
5.70
(0.25)

INTERCEPT

M3
5.70
(0.24)

M2

5.70
(0.24)

M1

5.70
(0.26)
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has a positive, statistically signicant coecient, when controlling for

OCCPERz

falls to a signicance level of

fortunately, investigating the reason for

p ≈ 0.09

when

FRONT_Lz

FRONT_Lz.

is removed from M5. Un-

OCCPERz's positive coecient is dicult within a framework

that does not explicitly estimate the probability of violence in commune

j

at ti . Given that less than

1% of deaths occur within the RPF's explicit zone of control over the period of study, this positive
coecient is problematic. Indeed, the positive coecient is likely a byproduct of RPF control of
areas that experienced high levels of violence

prior to

RPF capture.

FRONT_Lz

also has a positive,

statistically signicant coecient. This coecient is more directly interpretable as it represents the
duration of battlefront conict in a given commune and over

12%

of all deaths occurred in zones of

battlefront conict.
Model 6 (M6) adds the dummy variables

URBAN and CAPITAL.

As predicted, both of these dummy

variables have signicant negative coecients, indicating that urban areas and Kigali experienced
lower levels of violence. With the introduction of
positive and statistically signicant.

URBAN

remaining model specications, however.

PCT_PROTz.

Model 7 (M7) introduces

CAPITAL

in M6,

Indeed, controlling for non-rural areas,

to signicantly predict violence as hypothesized above.

with the introduction of

and

In particular,

I explore

SLOPE_SDz,

POPDEN91z
POPDEN91z

→

appears

This eect is not robust across all of the

POPDEN91z's

PCT_PROTz

coecient loses signicance

in more detail below.

which is used as a proxy for terrain roughness. As noted

above, rough terrain likely aects conict propensity in the following manner:
shelter & protection

becomes

violence reduction.

This eect is not discernible as

rough terrain

SLOPE_SDz

→

remains

statistically insignicant in all of models presented in Table 6.1.
Model 8 (M8) adds

KCALz and nds a positive, statistically signicant eect.

Although not robust

across model specications  the eect disappears in Models 9, 10, and 11 and reappears in Models
12 and 13  this nding supports the interpretation of
rather than agricultural wealth.

KCALz

as a measure of agricultural inequality

Unfortunately, determining if

KCALz

represents an agricultural

wealth or inequality is impossible without ner-scale data. Information on land distribution within
communes would be particularly useful. More extensive discussion of
to

POPDEN91z

KCALz

itself and as it relates

is provided in the conclusion.

In Model 9 (M9), I introduce

RAINz,

which has a negative signicant coecient but is not

robust across other model specications. As noted above,

RAINz

has both the capacity to enhance
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agricultural and environmental systems as well as to facilitate erosion and soil loss. As

RAINz

also

represents a west-east gradient across the country, the variable may also be spuriously acting as a
spatial lag. These two possible direct eects and one possible eect as spatial proxy confound any
interpretation of
The variable

RAINz.
LOGINCOMEz

this upwards iteration.

is introduced in Model 10 (M10), which is the penultimate model in

LOGINCOMEz

has a signicant positive eect in both this and the subsequent

maximal model, however its interpretation is complicated by the question of whether it represents
a proxy for wealth or inequality.

Insucient information on this variable, collected as a part of

Michigan State University's pre-genocide Rwanda Society-Environment Project makes it a good
candidate for elimination from the maximal model (M11) (Campbell et al., 1994).
The nal upwards iterative model presented here is Model 11 (M11).

PCT_PROTz,

M11 adds the variable

which has a negative but statistically insignicant eect in this model specication.

Moving to Model 12 (M12), or the rst limited model, I eliminate

PGR7891z, OCCPERz, SLOPE_SDz,

RAINz and LOGINCOMEz, all noted to have confounding and/or insignicant eects.
model simplication

FRONT_Lz

and

KCALz

As a result of this

regain their signicance (with the same sign as before).

The nal classical linear model, M13, eliminates

PCT_PROTz

and adds

OCCPERz.

Implications are

discussed below with the three hypotheses comparison.
Finally, I test these last three sets of parameters  M11, M12, and M13  in three spatial models
 S1, S2, and S3  of the form outlined in Equation 6.2. Notably, the maximal model, M11, and its
spatial counterpart, S1, are nearly identical. The only dierence is a slight increase in goodness-of-t
resulting from the non-signicant spatial lag parameter,

ρ.

Model pairs M12 and S2 and M13 and S3

are also similar, although the spatial models again t the data better. Additionally, the

ρ parameters

of S2 and S3 increase in signicance as variables that may have proxied spatial dependence, such
as

RAINz,

are removed. Figure 6.1 maps the residuals of M12 and S2. Neither set of residuals is

dominated by an evident spatial structure.
I proceed to examine the three hypotheses
aspatial and spatial models.

H1 , Hp ,

and

Ha

using the maximal and two limited
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Model 12 Residuals

-6.3

-4.5

-2.7

-0.9

Spatial Model 2 Residuals

0.9

2.7

4.5

6.3

-6.3

-4.5

-2.7

-0.9

Residuals

0.9

2.7

4.5

6.3

Residuals

Figure 6.1: Maps of Model 12's and Spatial Model 2's Residuals

Testing H1 , Hp , and Ha
The model selection process outlined in Table 6.1 provides a spatial and an aspatial set of one
maximal and two limited models. Using these models, which were tested above for the robustness
of eects, I compare

Hp ,

and

Ha

to a general hypothesis of environmental conict

H1 .

Specically,

I generate a set of maximal and limited models for each hypothesis using the dependent variables
previously described on page 69  I test the general hypothesis
by commune, or

log(Y ),

diusion increases,
hypothesis

Ha

Dc ,

using logged aggregate deaths

test the passive communal breakdown hypothesis

Hp

using contagious

as the dependent variable, and test the active deprivation-induced violence

using hierarchical diusion increases,

(partially) dierentiate between

Hp

and

Ha

Dh ,

as the dependent variable. The ability to

is in turn based on the assumption that the general

model of violence during the Rwandan genocide,
mixed model,

H1

V,

resembled either a contagious model,

Vc ,

or a

Vm .

The preceding chapter's diusion analysis highlighted the viability of this weaker form of this
assumption, namely that

V ≈ Vm .

In particular, the simultaneous expression of both hierarchical

and contagious violence processes indicates that

Hp

and

Ha

 subset causal mechanisms of

H1 

can

be partially identied. If models with enough explanatory power can be specied for the dependent
variables

Dc

and

Dh ,

their environmental scarcity covariates can be estimated and the two causal
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processes can be juxtaposed.
Table 6.2 presents three sets of models with

log(Y ), log(Dc ),

variables, respectively. Only three models are presented for

and

log(Dh )

log(Dh )

as their dependent

as hierarchical diusion occurs

by denition aspatially, and as such spatial models would falsely evaluate the eects of temporally
distant but spatially proximate neighbors for each local unit.
Unfortunately, all of the models with

log(Dc )

and

log(Dh )

show few statistically signicant

parameters. Two notable ndings do, however, emerge. First, the variable

PCT_PROTz

hints that

further investigation of the role of religion in the 1994 genocide is necessary. Particularly interesting
is the the fact that when

PCT_PROTz

is removed from model H_M12, there is a signicant decrease

in model t despite the introduction of
with either

log(Y )

or

Dc

OCCPERz.

A comparable decline in model t is not evident

as the dependent variable. Given the nding in the previous chapter that

massacres often manifest themselves as hierarchical diusion increases, and given that massacres
commonly occurred in or near churches, the explanatory power of

PCT_PROTz

with regard to

presents an intriguing avenue for further research. The second notable nding is that
statistically signicant positive predictor of both

log(Y )

and

Dc ,

but not

Dh .

If

KCALz

KCALz

Dh

was a

is indeed

representative of underlying agricultural inequality, rather than wealth, the results are suggestive of
the existence of the distinct causal pathways proposed in

Hp

and

Ha .

Specically,

KCALz

highlights

that inequality results in social degradation and then scarcity-induced conict, rather than acting
through an active causal mechanism such as deprivation-fueled hatreds (Ha ).

Summary of Findings
This chapter makes a number of ndings. First, it nds eects of population density and per capita
agricultural production consistent with the hypothesis that environmental scarcity contributed to
or exacerbated the violence of the Rwandan genocide.

Specically, population density played a

signicant role in predicting violence, even controlling for total population. The role of explicitly
environmental factors, however, remains less clear. Although high levels of kilocalorie production
per capita may be associated with peaks in the violence, it is not known whether this is the result
of confounding factors or the variable's behavior as a proxy for an underlying socio-environmental
condition such as agricultural inequality. The conclusion provides further discussion of these variables
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Table 6.2: Comparison of Models Testing

~
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0.542
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-1.20 º
(0.70)
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0.208
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-0.58 **
(0.18)

-0.05
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(0.23)

0.07
(0.24)

0.15
(0.19)

0.02
(0.21)

-0.81
(1.36)

0.03
(0.14)

-0.06
(0.21)

-0.01
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0.24
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0.230
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-0.52 ***
(0.14)

-0.07
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0.04
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0.18
(0.14)

0.96 *** 0.90 ***
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0.44
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0.163
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0.17
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0.31
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0.19
(0.15)

0.85 ***
(0.16)

0.46
(0.07)
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Logged Hierarchical Diffusion
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and the underlying social and environmental conditions that they proxy.
Meanwhile, an investigation of two sub-hypotheses of the environmental conict hypothesis failed
to provide substantial evidence either for or against the hypotheses. The diculty of providing appropriate dependent variables and specifying a regression model emerged as particular challenges.
Advances in these areas, and particularly towards the construction of true spatio-temporal models
designed with count data in mind, would facilitate further investigation of two interesting results
from the hypothesis-comparison exercise. Specically, dierences between models with contagious
diusion increases and those with hierarchical diusion increases reveal that kilocalories of agricultural production per capita, or the underlying variable it proxies, may operate to facilitate environmental violence through passive community breakdown rather than active deprivation-induced rage.
Second, the model with hierarchical diusion as the dependent variable experienced a substantial
decline in overall t when the variable percent Protestant was removed. A comparable reduction
in t was not evident for the model with contagious diusion as the dependent variable, however.
This dierences hints at a particular relationship between Protestantism and hierarchical diusion.
Evaluated in combination with the negative parameter estimate for the Protestantism variable, this
nding suggests a link between non-Protestantism (e.g. Catholicism) and hierarchical diusion increases (e.g. massacres) in Rwanda. However, further investigation of the role of the Church remains
necessary.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
The 1994 Rwandan genocide represents one of the 20th century's worst episodes of violence. Unfortunately, its origins  and continuing consequences for Central Africa and the rest of the world 
remain poorly understood and hotly contested (Lemarchand, 2007, p. 2). Despite a large and everburgeoning literature on the genocide, there is little consensus on any of the central issues including,
most importantly, the causes of the violence.
Within this milieu of competing explanations, an undercurrent of soft Malthusianism prevails
(Uvin, 1998, 2003). Indeed, one of the few agreements among scholars  though often provided as a
simple, inadequately elaborated background condition  is the observation that overpopulation and
environmental degradation created the conditions necessary for the violence. One can hardly nd an
account failing to mention that this poor and increasingly overpopulated country (Prunier, 1995,
p. 142) had experienced rapid population growth, land scarcity, and had more people per square
mile than any other . . .

in sub-Saharan Africa (Straus, 2006b, p. 214). Analyses focusing more

explicitly on environmental scarcity have produced a series of bold claims, including the provocative
notion that ethnicity [was] a cover for competition to control scarce land (Bigagaza et al., 2002, p.
51), but failed to systematically test their environmental-conict hypotheses.
In this thesis, I have provided a systematic, data-driven analysis of the covariates of violence in
the Rwandan genocide. Two variables beyond the controls of total population at risk and percent
Tutsi are particularly signicant predictors of the rural violence. Besides the controls, population
83
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density was found to be the most signicant predictor of violence. Indeed, an increase in population
density of 100 people per

km2

above the mean,

ceteris paribus,

violence experienced. An increase of 50 people per
results in a

26%

increase in violence.

km2 ,

leads to a

58%

increase in the

roughly one fth of a standard deviation,

1 These eects are greater than even those for comparable

increases in battlefront duration and possess a magnitude and direction that is robust across model
specications, controlling for towns and urban centers.
The second variable-of-interest found to have a large eect was per capita kilocalories of agricultural production, which exhibited a statistically signicant positive coecient in a number of
models. The eect of a 300 unit increase in this variable is a
perienced, while an increase of 150 kilocalories results in a
in kilocalories per capita are approximately

0.2

to the increases of 100 and 50 people per

km2

and

0.1

33% increase in the level of violence ex-

16% increase in violence.

These increases

standardized units respectively, comparable

when expressed as standardized units.

Thus, the

eect of per capita kilocalories of agricultural production is signicantly less than that of population
density, but nonetheless substantively signicant.
Unfortunately, the meso-level perspective that enabled the discovery of these two signicant
eects also hinders their interpretation.

In particular, neither commune-level population density

nor commune-level kilocalories of agricultural production per capita per day directly feature into
any of the competing explanations of the Rwandan genocide. Rather, these variables serve to proxy
conditions at the local level, at which the particular acts of killing unfolded. Both variables have
a number of plausible interpretations, which have implications for my ability to draw conclusions
from these ndings. For example, population density is often used as a measure of overpopulation,
and thus propensity to Malthusian conict scenarios, but might also represent the accessibility
of the victims to perpetrators (via transportation networks or aggregation at population centers).
Per capita kilocalories of agricultural production, meanwhile, might alternatively proxy communelevel inequality  a high mean raised above a low median by a few large, productive landholders
 or general commune-level well-being. In the remaining pages, I discuss the implications of both
sets of interpretations, the rst of which is broadly consistent with Malthusian narratives of the
Rwandan genocide.

1

I begin by addressing the implications of population density and per capita

These eects were calculated from the regression parameters of Model 13, which can be found in Table 6.2
on page 81.
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kilocalories of production if they proxy land scarcity and agricultural inequality, respectively. I then
discuss the eects of interpreting these variables as accessibility and commune-level well-being. Both
interpretations should be read with the need for further research into these proxies in mind.

A Malthusian Interpretation
Accounts of environmental scarcity in Rwanda center about the issue of land scarcity and agricultural degradation (cf. André and Platteau, 1998; Bigagaza et al., 2002; Gasana, 2002). If population
density proxies a lack of

median

agricultural land and per capita kilocalories of production proxies

agricultural inequality, my ndings provide signicant evidence in support of Malthusian accounts
of the genocide. In the space below, I provide several arguments supporting these interpretations of
population density and kilocalories of production per capita and outline my ndings in the resulting
light. It is important to stress, however, that such an interpretation ignores the alternative interpretations of these variables oered below. This Malthusian interpretation also ignores the possibility
that the variables proxy a number of conditions or proxy dierent phenomena across communes.
Population density is the typical proxy for Malthusian overpopulation in environmental conict
and demographic research. Indeed, many qualitative accounts reference population density (general
accounts mentioned throughout, in particular see

Bigagaza et al., 2002; Gasana, 2002), while the

quantitative research that exists employs density as its primary measure of overpopulation (see in
particular Tir and Diehl, 1998; Hauge and Ellingsen, 1998).

Indeed, Longman (2004) explicitly

calls for an examination of the role of overpopulation in Rwanda through an examination of varying population densities. Scholars have noted numerous facts supporting the relationship between
density and household-level land scarcity. Two trends in particular highlight the close relationship
between population density and land scarcity.

First, common practice was to divide land among

heirs during intergenerational transfer (Gasana, 2002, p. 210). Intergenerational division of farm
land underscores the direct relationship between population density and land scarcity  as parents
passed land to their children, farmsteads that had previously supported a handful of individuals
became intensively cultivated by multiple nuclear families. Instead of occupying parents' land, some
instead moved onto marginal land.
cultivated land also decreased.

Thus, as population density increased, the overall quality of
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Turning to kilocalories of production per capita, it is important to note that this variable represents the mean of commune-wide agricultural production and not the median. This measure of
central tendency is poorly suited to commune-level per capita agricultural production, which evidence suggests is highly right-skewed at the individual-level. Specically, local land distribution was
known to be highly uneven in Rwanda (for a general discussion see Bigagaza et al., 2002; Gasana,
2002; for the Lorenz curve and Gini coecient of landholding in a specic commune see André and
Platteau, 1998, p.

11).

In a subsistence agrarian society such as Rwanda, production on a few

large landholdings can dramatically increase the average kilocalorie production per capita while also
reducing available land and local population, thereby further inating per capita kilocalorie production. As such, kilocalories of production per capita is perhaps a better proxy for land inequality,
cited in many accounts as a principal cause of the violence (cf. André and Platteau, 1998; Bigagaza
et al., 2002; Gasana, 2002). The substantial correlation between income  often described as highly
unequal in Rwanda  and kilocalories of production per capita (r

= 0.63)

provides further evidence

of this interpretation.
Under these interpretations, the ndings presented in Chapter 6 on page 68 suggest that Malthusian conict mechanisms played a substantive role in the genocide. However, it is important to stress
that these results do not indicate that the conict was driven by Malthusian factors, only that land
and environmental scarcity exacerbated the violence. Conditional on the previous assumptions about
the variables, these results yield two principal suggestions. First, while the implicit Malthusianism
of the Rwandan genocide scholarship is justiable

per se, further research into the causal processes

of scarcity-violence links is necessary. Second, scarcity's ability to cause or exacerbate violence requires that conict prevention mechanisms account for overpopulation and agricultural degradation.
Measures sensitive to issues of land scarcity and tenure will be particularly important in light of
continuing rapid population growth  estimated at 2.8% in 2008 (Central Intelligence Agency, 2008)
 and the ongoing release of tens of thousands from the prison population (Davenport and Stam,
2003).
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Alternative Interpretations
Despite the abundance of research employing population density as a measure of Malthusian overpopulation, there are a number of plausible alternative interpretations.

I briey examine these

interpretations, as well as the interpretation of per capita kilocalories of production as a measure of
commune-wide agricultural well-being, and their implications.
One plausible interpretation of population density is that it proxies the accessibility of victims
to perpetrators. More densely populated areas have both more population centers, which may be
the sites of large-scale killings, and greater transportation networks  e.g. killers traveling down a
rural path have a greater probability of encountering victims. More densely populated areas also
likely have residents who are less familiar with one another. Lack of familiarity might increase the
propensity for violence in two ways: 1) less remorse regarding the killings; and 2) misidentication
of Hutus as Tutsis in small-scale killings.

2 These interpretations are particularly plausible when

considering that the dependent variable (deaths) is a measure of violence

during conict.

As such,

possible interpretations of population density must be evaluated in light of their eect on violence's
dynamics rather than initiation.
Examining kilocalories of agricultural production per capita, one plausible interpretation is that
the variable is a proxy for general agricultural well-being.

If this variable indeed proxies median

agricultural well-being, and consequently food security, the Malthusian hypothesis advanced above
becomes severely untenable. Indeed, the nding that agriculturally productive regions, controlling
for population density, experienced more violence is implausible under all of the local-scale explanations of the genocide. Widening the lens, however, it is possible that agricultural success is linked to
government aid and regional political patronage (cf. Uvin, 1998). Additional controls are necessary
in order to determine if the relationship between agricultural production and violence is confounded
by political factors.
These alternative interpretations of population density and per capita agricultural production
are merely an obvious subset of a wider range of plausible explanations. As such, conclusions from
this thesis must be tempered with the inherent uncertainty underlying these proxies. This common
problem of subnational conict analysis reveals the inherent sacrices of high-order abstraction

2

It is highly unlikely that the perpetrators of anti-Tutsi large-scale killings correctly identied the ethnicity
of their victims (Stam, 2009; see also the estimates of Reyntjens, 1997).
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(Kalyvas, 2008). The possibility that these variables proxy a number of social and environmental
conditions further complicates their interpretation.

In light of these competing interpretations,

caution and incremental advance are necessary in assessing the causal process underlying communes'
density and agriculture.

Final Thoughts
In investigating the hypothesis of environmental scarcity in Rwanda, I examined the violence in
a quantitatively rigorous and spatiotemporally sensitive manner. After controlling for population
at risk and ethnic breakdown, I found two signicant commune-level predictors of the violence 
population density and per capita of agricultural production. Unfortunately, these variables proxy
a number of underlying social and environmental conditions, a problem common to meso-level analyses (Kalyvas, 2008). The fact that two of the analysis' variables are dicult to interpret further
compounds the problem. Indeed, the interpretation of regression parameter estimates depends on
the logic of all else being held equal, a dicult theoretical exercise without the condence that the
necessary controls are indeed included.
Nonetheless, several plausible interpretations of these variables yield results suggestive of Malthusian aspects of the genocide. Further investigation is needed to either validate or disprove environmental conict accounts of the genocide. The collection and analysis of better proxies of environmental scarcity will signicantly advance such eorts. Indeed, data on intra-commune land inequality,
soil degradation, and vegetation health oer promising additional proxies of environmental scarcity.
Employing such data in future research will yield important evidence regarding the environmental
conict hypothesis in Rwanda.

Indeed, if I found signicant eects, I would be able to further

advance the Malthusian interpretation outlined above.

Conversely, after a nding of no signi-

cant eects, I might turn my energies towards the dynamics by which the violence unfolded or the
patronage systems on which it rested. Future research clarifying the role of scarcity in Rwanda is
particularly important in light of the frequent, and casual, references to the genocide in policy circles
and the international media. Indeed, the drawing of scarcity-motivated parallels between the Rwandan genocide and the genocide in Darfur requires careful scholarly attention. Further understanding
of the paradigmatic example of the Malthusian problem (Ohlsson, 1999, p. 86) and environmental
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conict mechanisms more generally is critical in adequately assessing, preventing, and responding
to the current generation of conicts. Perhaps nothing better underscores this need than the recent
statement by Ban Ki Moon, the United Nations' secretary general, that violence in Darfur, Somalia,
Burkina Faso, and the Ivory Coast all arise from a similarly volatile mix of food and water insecurity (Ki Moon, 2007). Understanding scarcity in Rwanda oers enormous potential in addressing
these and other conicts. These insights will be paramount to the well-being of millions as our world
continues to bend under the strain of overpopulation and climate change.
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